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8900 Juan Pablo : Fruitful DVD

Effect: A borrowed and signed bill vanishes from between the magician´s hands and reappears into any freely selected fruit. 

Another workable, practical and clever idea created by Juan Pablo. Even better this miracle is accomplished with:

· No palming

· No bill switch

· Use any bill , borrowed and signed

· Only one bill is used

· No prepared fruit

· Use any fruit, vegetable or bread

· No reset, it is always ready to be performed

· Includes gimmicks and an instructional DVD

Available in English, Spanish and Japanese!!!!

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fruitful-juan-pablo/

8901 Three False Shuffles by Justin Higham DVD

How many magicians avoid powerful concepts like the memorized deck or even Si Stebbins stack because they lack a practical 

and convincing in-the-hands false shuffle?

On this DVD Justin Higham offers the results of 20 years' research into in-the-hands false riffle and weave shuffles, and 

teaches three basic techniques for the stand-up performer who wants to convincingly 'shuffle' a pack while retaining all 52 cards 

in order.

Items include:

1. Side-Faro False Shuffle Side-Faro Sandwich 1 & 2 Key-Card Placement As a Control

2. Pass-Action False Shuffle Pass-Action Triumph

3. Hybrid False Shuffle

and also variations that allow you to achieve 'in-the-hands Zarrow/Shank Shuffles', such as the Side-Faro and Hybrid Shuffles 

with applied Block Transfers.

These methods have fooled top card experts in both Europe and the USA, but are designed for anyone who has progressed to 

an intermediate level in magic.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S7986

8902 Kazu Katayama : Blend silk DVD

From our friends at UGM. A masterpiece of silk magic from Kazu Katayama ! Four colored 18-inch silks are lying on the table. 

The performer picks them up showing each one separately—red, yellow, purple, green. He ties them all together at one end.

Now, he begins to gently shake the bunch of silks. Suddenly, the four silks are transformed into one 36-inch multi-colored target 

silk! This is shown freely—the single silks have completely vanished! Strong & memorable. Detailed step-by-step instruction 

DVD included.

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/blend-silk-ugm/

8903 Kazu Katayama : The Magic Odyssey II DVD

http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_7e59f5bb01010yy7.html

8904 Ken de Courcy : The Ultimate Faulty Follower DVD

A classic comedy effect with a new twist. Having enticed a spectator up to help you, hand him eight jumbo cards and you say, 

'Please give me any four and keep four for yourself.' This done, both you and the spectator carry out some simple movements 

but, when the cards are counted again, all your cards are face down while the spectator has one face up. This process is 

repeated with exactly the same result. There is obviously only one answer; the spectator will have to do the actions with both 

packets! He does so, yet your cards finish up all face down and the spectator still has one reversed! What makes the routine so 

strong is the fact that jumbo cards are apparently too large to manipulate, the sequence is worked on the classic 'three' formula 

and the method used each time is different.

http://www.world-of-magic.co.uk/Faulty_Follower_by_Ken_de_Courcy_Trick__i21080.asp

8905 Kenji Minemura : New Rose DVD

8906 Kikuchi  : Cobra Deck DVD

Voici le TOUT NOUVEAU ''Cobra Deck''de Kikuchi.

Vous faites choisir une carte à un spectateur (aucun forçage), vous pouvez même la faire signer.

Puis celle-ci est remise dans le milieu du jeu.

A présent, vous déposez le jeu de cartes sur la table, et vous vous concentrez dessus.

Sous les yeux stupéfaits de votre spectateur, celui-ci va séparer, sans aucun geste suspect de votre part.

Lentement, la moitié supérieure du jeu se déplace en avant...puis en arrière.

Une seule carte dépasse du jeu!

Vous invitez le spectateur à la retourner...c'est bien sa carte signée!!

TITRES

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fruitful-juan-pablo/
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S7986
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/blend-silk-ugm/
http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_7e59f5bb01010yy7.html
http://www.world-of-magic.co.uk/Faulty_Follower_by_Ken_de_Courcy_Trick__i21080.asp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JoOUyI8qaYY
http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XMzcxMDk5MTYw.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-rafW-kH5g
http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XMzkxNjA0NTc2.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBP8AYKSU7k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ORwnU0ZfLSU


http://www.asmagic.fr/fr/tours-de-cartes/609-cobra-deck-jeu-cobra-kikuchi.html

8907 Kikuchi : Eating Spoon DVD

With this amazing effect you will have your crowd wondering in shock from how you effortlessly you were able to perform this 

trick.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S8448

8908 Lightning : Krisjian Pipho DVD

With Lightning, you’ll be prepared to make a lightbulb SPONTANEOUSLY LIGHT - blurring the lines between science and the 

supernatural.

The lightbulb can be in your hand, or far away from you. And Lightning doesn't just cause bulb to turn on and off. It's been 

specially designed to realistically flicker and grow in intensity as your psychic energy builds to a climax.

Perform Lightning in close, intimate living rooms, all the way up to large stages. Use Lightning on its own, or in combination with 

some of your favorite effects. Its the perfect lead-in before you shatter a bulb - as in Big Bang and Mesika's Exploding Bulb.

Lightning is 100% self-contained, tiny and very powerful. It’s completely custom designed - there's really nothing else like it. 

There’s virtually no sleight of hand, no set-up, and it resets automatically after each use.

http://www.thecuckoosnest.com/zencart/zencart138/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=54_55_69&products_id=4428

8909 L.A.Monty : The new stand microphone

8910 Magic Makers : Coin Magic Crash Course DVD

Coin Disappearing - A very basic coin trick that fools everyone

Copper & Silver - An awesome effect

Striking Vanish - Easy, visual, and fun to do

Bent Coin Trick - A perfect bent coin trick that they could keep

Switching Coins - Advanced coin trick

Coin Vanishing - A great trick that fools magicians

Coin Sleight of Hand - Advanced coin trick

http://www.magicmakersinc.com/p-608-coin-magic-crash-course-dvd.aspx

8911 Magic Makers : Color Aces DVD

Color Aces by Magic Makers (In Bicycle)

Aces magically turn face down, then face up & become Jokers!

For the ending...Transformational.

Color Aces comes in Bicycle backs with a carrying wallet.

A step by step instructional DVD included.

http://www.magicmakersinc.com/p-623-color-aces.aspx

8912 Magic Makers : Outlaw DVD

Outlaw is a cunningly clever variation on the classic Three Card Monte effect that will both entertain and fool your audience- 

even magicians who think they've seen it all!

Let your spectators try and follow the Ace. Of course, since everything is under your control, they can't! The Ace changes 

places with the other two cards, which are blank. Just as they think they've figured it out, the Ace turns blank as well. But wait- 

then ALL the cards turn into Aces!

This trick comes with a fabulous instructional DVD. Magician Kris Nevling will perform and teach you this incredible trick, step-

by-step. All cards needed are included, and they match your regular Bicycle decks.

You'll be ready to perform this card miracle in minutes! Make this reputation-maker a part of your arsenal of killer card effects 

today!

http://www.magictricks.com/outlaw.html

8913 Mark Mason & Rob Bromley : Slither DVD

From a regular deck you remove the two RED 9’s and the two BLACK queens, the queens are given to the spectator to hold, 

you SHOW them you only have the two RED 9’s, Visually the red 9’s change into the two black queens. They look in their hand 

they are holding the two RED ACES.

A stunning principle, the cards can be tossed onto the table and your hands are empty, the full cards are shown both back and 

front no special printing. Easy to do, but looks impossible. Also you can perform montes, sandwich effects, switches etc.

http://www.dudethatscoolmagic.co.uk/acatalog/CT_Slither_-_JB_.html

8914 Mark Southworth : Suspended DVD

8915 Mark Wong : Sucker Peep DVD

A card is selected from a thoroughly mixed deck. It is then randomly lost and the deck is mixed.

The deck is then replaced into the card box.

http://www.asmagic.fr/fr/tours-de-cartes/609-cobra-deck-jeu-cobra-kikuchi.html
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S8448
http://www.thecuckoosnest.com/zencart/zencart138/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=54_55_69&products_id=4428
http://www.magicmakersinc.com/p-608-coin-magic-crash-course-dvd.aspx
http://www.magicmakersinc.com/p-623-color-aces.aspx
http://www.magictricks.com/outlaw.html
http://www.dudethatscoolmagic.co.uk/acatalog/CT_Slither_-_JB_.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jro5uMu8JKI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nxlnNJEuCUw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MgdU7fQW36E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OtlB8_7_MlQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hy8zpAYzUSs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GIve5JdECwQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1TsJiAkI7NI


In spite of this, the magician names the card out loud. Offering to explain its modus operandi, the spectator's attention is drawn 

to a hole cut on the card case where the index corner should be, which makes it convenient for the magician to peep at the 

selected card provided.

Of course, if one were to know how to bring the selected card to the bottom. The magician offers to show the spectator how this 

can be accomplished. The spectator again selects a random card and loses it into the deck.

The magicians proceeds to do a mini-expose on how to bring the selected card to the bottom or face of the deck. The cards are 

then replaced into the card box. The selected card is named just like before.

The magician remarks that if the card case is remotely suspected all that's to be done is to vanish the 'hole'. The spectator 

smiles knowingly as he grabs the card case but is surprised to find the hole now missing!

http://www.vancouvermagicshop.com/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=1181

8916 Mark Wong  : Top Change DVD

Discover and perform one of the most basic building blocks of card magic the Top Change. Master this technique and you can 

perform some of the most classic magic tricks of all time. This can be your secret weapon to bring your magic to the next level.

Mark Wong shares some refined techniques that allow you to perform and look natural with cards in absolutely any condition.

Impossible prediction

Spectator shuffles the deck and the magician removes a prediction card setting it face down on the table. Spectator then has a 

free choice to select any card he wants. The impossible happens It matches the predicted card

Transposition

Two spectators select two different cards and hold it in their hands. Miraculously the cards in their hands switch places without 

the magician ever going near to their hands

Ash

Selected card is signed torn up and burnt. Magician grabs some of the smoke just before it stops burning and tosses it back 

into the deck. Then the selected SIGNED card is found in the middle fully restored and unharmed.

Jokes on you

Spectator selects and signs a card after which it is placed it into their pocket. Magician challenges them that he can steal their 

card and replace it with a joker. Amazingly the selected card is back into the deck and swapsplaces with a joker.

In your hands

Spectator selects and signs a card. After losing it into the deck magician places a stranger card into the spectators hands. 

Finally the stranger card morphs into the selected card.

Ambitious card

http://www.royaltalkies.com/world-of-magic-uk/top-change-by-mark-wong-and-inside-magic-productions-dvd-magic-trick-

147399

8917 Matthew Johnson : Naked Mind Reading Magician DVD

"The Naked Mind Reading Magician" is the latest piece of magic from the crazy mind of Matthew Johnson.

Prepare yourself for a routine that is perfect for an ADULT audience. It's great for bars, corporate events and anywhere else 

that you are performing for a FUN crowd! What's more, you can do it close up, stand up and on stage for nothing more than the 

cost of an envelope!

http://www.themagicdepot.com/product_info.php?products_id=6481

8918 Mickael Chatelain : Watcher DVD

Gi'Mick Magic et Mickael Chatelain sont heureux de vous présenter le nouveau tour “ WATCHER  “ !

 WATCHER c’est quoi ?Il s’agit d’un gimmick très astucieux et surtout invisible qui vous permet d’imaginer pleins d’effets . . . 

1ère routine possible : Sortez de votre poche un jeu complet de 52 cartes, demandez au spectateur d’examiner vos cartes, rien 

à voir puisqu’il s’agit d’un jeu absolument ORDINAIRE !Expliquez lui ce qu’il va devoir faire pendant que vous lui tournerez le 

dos ..... à savoir :Mélanger et couper le jeu autant de fois qu’il le désir puis sortir une carte, n’importe laquelle bien entendu, 

mettre cette carte dans l’étui et enfin fermer l’étui ! Une fois que le spectateur a bien compris, vous tournez le dos aux 

opérations ! 

Au bout de quelques secondes, le spectateur vous informe que tout est OK ! Vous vous retournez, prenez les 51 cartes en 

mains et les passez en revue une seule et unique fois ..... et en moins de 5 secondes, vous êtes capable de dire la carte qu’il 

manque dans le jeu ! Celle qui complète le jeu,  la carte du spectateur !Invitez le spectateur a sortir la carte qu’il a mis dans 

l’étui .... c’est EXACT !!! 

http://www.asmagic.fr/fr/tours-de-cartes/1911-watcher-mickael-chatelain.html

8919 Mr. Daba : Free Dove Harness DVD

Con este accesorio, podrás hacer aparecer una paloma de tus manos sin forzar y sin necesidad de ningún otro accesorio…

Imagina que haces que aparezca una cerilla encedida, a continuación una gran llama surge de tu otra mano y esa llama da 

lugar a una magnífica paloma. Para este primer efecto, necesitarás un arnés invisible, un cargador de cerillas y papel flash.

Puedes mostrar un huevo, lanzarlo al aire y, cuando caiga, se transformará en una paloma. Para ello te hará falta un topit.

También podrás realizar otros muchos efectos con este arnés especial que te permite hacer que aparezca una paloma 

instantáneamente.

La forma más rápida de hacer que aparezca una paloma.

Puede aparecer de una mano o de las dos.

Magnífico efecto, todo un clásico de la magia de escena

Arnés de tela que se camufla bajo las plumas

Se queda acoplado a la paloma

Bobina de hilo Maxilon (sólide y discreto)

http://www.magicaplanet.com/esp/detalle_vuelta_magia_5490_11.html

8920 Psychomatic Deck by Nathan Kranzo DVD

Imagine being able to show a deck of cards to a spectator and mixing them so that they see that the cards are legitimately 

mixed. After the cards are mixed you hand them the deck of cards and asking them to peek at and remember any card they 

see and without a doubt KNOW the card they chose. With the Psychomatic deck you can this and so much more.

http://www.vancouvermagicshop.com/index.php?route=product/product&product_id=1181
http://www.royaltalkies.com/world-of-magic-uk/top-change-by-mark-wong-and-inside-magic-productions-dvd-magic-trick-147399
http://www.royaltalkies.com/world-of-magic-uk/top-change-by-mark-wong-and-inside-magic-productions-dvd-magic-trick-147399
http://www.themagicdepot.com/product_info.php?products_id=6481
http://www.asmagic.fr/fr/tours-de-cartes/1911-watcher-mickael-chatelain.html
http://www.magicaplanet.com/esp/detalle_vuelta_magia_5490_11.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1TsJiAkI7NI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QudQY5RXAO4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z9jOmPZ4lWE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nhQkWVBrXfE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxSNp2KZLI0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEOCdQmT93M


While many gimmicked decks limit you to only one effect, Psychomatic gives you ultra clean predictions, forces, tossed out 

deck routines without breaking a sweat.

Psychomatic requires no skill and come completely ready to perform as soon as you open the package. On the Psychomatic 

companion DVD Nate Kranzo teaches how to use this deck to its fullest potential so this is sure to make it as part of your 

normal repertoire.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/2562

8921 Yasukazu Niishiro : New Linking Coathangers Routined DVD

http://celebrityheightandweight.com/watch/F9nn1et0-RI/new-linking-clothes-hanger-routine/

8922 Nicholas Einhorn : Unicorn Coin in Bottle DVD

Coin in Bottle is a classic of magic.

It has stood the test of time. Thousands of professional magicians already know how strong the effect is.

For the past several years Nicholas has amazed and amused thousands of people with his handling of this classic effect and 

now you can learn it and add it to your repertoire too.

The routine includes the appearance of the bottle at the start and the vanish of the bottle at the end. 

http://www.tricksupply.com/product-p/20.414.htm

8923 Nick Lewin : 20 to 2 10s DVD

The DVD contains a host  of hints, tips and handlings on the '$100 Bill Swich,' 'The Card in Wallet' and other effects that it 

touches upon. It gives very valuble insight into how to perform 'small' magic and cause it to play back in the last row of a theatre 

or performing arts centre. An interesting topic that is rarely touched upon in magic releases.

Shot in an informal and deceptively casual manner, this DVD will add a powerful effect to the repertoire of any performer. It gets 

two loud bursts of applause and two effects into a two minute playing time. Of course, you could play it longer--- but what most 

acts need to add to their show is the strength of the double punch described above.

http://lewinenterprises.weebly.com/nick-lewins-20-2-10s.html

8924 Ponta The Smith : Super Triple Coin DVD

8925 Richard Osterlind : Whispering Die DVD

This is the effect Richard Osterlind has been carrying with him and using for over 40 years! It is one of the most baffling and 

mind-blowing pocket mental effects you will ever use. Here's what happens:

A spectator puts a regulation casino die into a small wooden box and notes the number on top. The lid is closed and he verifies 

there is NO WAY to see the number. The performer takes the box and shakes it near his ear. He then names the number! This 

is repeated a second time with absolutely no clue as to the working. For the third time, the spectator puts a rubber band around 

the box and shakes the box himself! Still, the performer names the number!

The method utilized is a secret taught to Richard Osterlind by none other than famed magic dealer Louis Tannen in 1973 and 

only purchasers of the Whispering Die will ever possess it. It has fooled every  magician who has ever seen it. In short, it may 

very well be a perfect effect!

And now for the best part — this apparatus has been completely re-designed by Richard Osterlind and then hand-crafted to his 

specifications by our master woodworker to perfection! The wood is a beautifully stained walnut which is then worked to a 

lustrous finish. The hinges are also completely hand-made of solid brushed brass and fastened to the box with brass screws. 

The die is an actual, brand new casino die hand-made to within a tolerance of 0.0005 of an inch. Modern casino dice are made 

of extruded cellulose acetate and white dice with black spots are very rare. Yet this is exactly what the average person expects 

to see in a die. This classy die looks entirely ordinary and we have gone through great lengths to get the proper apparatus.

And get this - even though the box is gimmicked in a diabolical way, no one will ever find the secret . Like our wonderful 

Phantom Knife, you will look right at it and not discover it! It is foolproof!

This whole outfit is a beautiful work of art. As part of our new HEIRLOOM product line (like our Devil Device and Classic Epic), it 

looks ever so special, but there is nothing to suggest to anyone that it is gimmicked in any way.

Please note that the Whispering Die will not be mass marketed to the fraternity. The only place it will be available is from 

Osterlind Mysteries and the number of units produced will be very limited.

The Whispering Die comes beautifully packaged with an instructional DVD showing first the presentation and then the 

explanation with all of the performance subtleties covered in great detail.

We can almost guarantee that this will be an effect you will always carry with you and perform everywhere!

http://osterlindmysteries.com/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=70

8926 Richard Sanders : Ten DVD

Did you know that card tricks are rated on a scale from 1-10? This next trick was rated a 10 by the Magicians Association of 

America!!" Two jokers are placed in the spectator's hand and two jokers are kept in the magician's hand. The magician touches 

his jokers to the spectator's and claims that they have changed places. "Okay, you are probably wondering why this trick was 

rated a ten?" The spectator and the magician turn their cards over at the same time revealing that all the cards have changed 

into four tens!

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S7203

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/2562
http://celebrityheightandweight.com/watch/F9nn1et0-RI/new-linking-clothes-hanger-routine/
http://www.tricksupply.com/product-p/20.414.htm
http://lewinenterprises.weebly.com/nick-lewins-20-2-10s.html
http://osterlindmysteries.com/store/index.php?main_page=product_info&products_id=70
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S7203
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hEOCdQmT93M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMKAaNAdOnI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVzbUzrA69E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pVFHCUbUviw


8927 Rob Thompson : Samoya DVD

8928 Rocco Silano : Coin Manipulation DVD

8929 Rocco Silano : Parlour Magic DVD

8930 Tora : Silk Through Mirror Frame DVD

Magician shows a beautiful mirror & frame to spectators which is completely solid, then he points to the center of the mirror , he 

puts one corner of the silk on mirror frame and tries to penetrate the mirror slowly with the silk !

Surprisingly the silk goes through the mirror! After that the magician shows the whole mirror unharmed to the audiences.

This mirror frame is made of high quality and durable plastic .

http://www.mjmmagic.com/store/silk-thru-mirror-deluxe-tora-magic-p-11671.html#.UyApg9m0MWM

8931 Tristan de Jong : The Smallest Card Through Window DVD

Lassen Sie einen Zuschauer absolut frei (keine Force) eine Karte wählen und lassen Sie ihn diese unterschreiben. Nun reissen 

Sie eine Ecke der Karte. Sie nehmen Ihre Armbanduhr ab und lassen diese von den Zuschauern untersuchen. Sie nehmen die 

Uhr wieder entgegen und legen die abgerissene Ecke auf das Glas der Uhr. Nun fahren Sie einmal langsam mit Ihrer Hand 

über das Uhrglas und lassen die Magie Ihren Teil tun. Die abgerissene Ecke ist nun unter dem Uhrglas - in der Uhr! Das Stück 

ist durch das Uhrglas geschmolzen! Und es ist exakt die abgerissene Ecke der signierten Karte. Alles kann nun wieder zur 

Untersuchung gegeben werden.

Und die Uhr kann als "zeitloses" Souvenir verschenkt werden.

http://www.magicshop.ch/tsctw-the-smallest-card-through-window-dvd.html

8932 Victor Voitko : Slider System DVD

Bestseller 2009. New system for appearance, disappearance,visible flight of various objects.SLider sold out at FISM 2009 in 

Beijing.

http://www.magic-voitko.com/shop/close-up-magic/slider-by-victor-voitko.html

8933 Will Tsai : Beyond Holely DVD

The legendary Holely is back AND BEYOND.

This time, you can move a hole with BORROWED objects!

What's Beyond Holely?

Beyond Holely is an extension from the legendary Holely from the mind of Will Tsai. Finally in English for supporters in North 

America.

Beyond Holely features

1. The world's first self animated hole effect

2. Modern security effect - move a hole on a working credit card.

3. Move the intangible space on borrowed and unprepared items. Bills, receipts, newspaper, you name it! Even onto a water 

bottle!

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S14958

8934 Yigal Mesika : Electric Touch+ DVD

As performed on TV by top magicians from around the world: Criss Angel, Luis De Matos, Hiro Sakai and many more.

Electric Touch Plus gives you the extraordinary ability to deliver an electrostatic shock that will not only surge through your 

fingertips, but through your entire body as well --- and that's just for starters! Watch your audience gasp in astonishment as you 

charge everyday objects like keys, coins, rings and spoons. They will actually see, hear, and feel the immense power at your 

command!

When the original Electric Touch was announced, magicians and mentalists worldwide had just one question: "Is this really 

possible?" When they discovered the groundbreaking technology, they were amazed by its brilliance, practicality and versatility. 

Now, the international best seller is back and better than ever with new and improved technology. Here's your chance to bend 

the laws of nature and create jaw-dropping miracles.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3399

8935

8936 Pierre Brahma ( private record volume 1 ) DVD

8937 Pierre Brahma ( private record volume 2 ) DVD

8938 Pierre Brahma ( private record volume 3 ) DVD

http://www.mjmmagic.com/store/silk-thru-mirror-deluxe-tora-magic-p-11671.html
http://www.magicshop.ch/tsctw-the-smallest-card-through-window-dvd.html
http://www.magic-voitko.com/shop/close-up-magic/slider-by-victor-voitko.html
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S14958
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3399
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37x8T3c-tpU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aPvYN9HbSns
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hxeBJbsvBU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQCYoXcpFeg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXVjj-JElzU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBYhMvsDRDk


8939 Dominique Duvivier : Hors Limit ( volume 1 ) DVD

This 2 DVD set concludes the triptych started with "The Attic is in my safe" and "Melting Pot". Dominique Duvivier traces the 

atmosphere sessions between experts.

Nuggets to achieve unexpectedly or not. To consume without limits!

12 routines and objects filmed in public, explained in detail.

"Love Dominica magic is contagious." - Derek DelGaudio

"It blows my mind, it's something I've never seen before!" - Chad LONG

Bluff Sandwich

Control As "M"

Fast Away

Locator

The 3 Packages of 7

Think Sonic. Bonus: - Extract Intimate 3 - Discussion

8940 Dominique Duvivier : Hors Limit ( volume 2 ) DVD

Faroleros

4 to 4

Mystery Chest

Change Session

Quiet Triomphe. Bonus: - Discussion

Super Bonus:

- Tickets 2001

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S17192

8941 Ed Patterson : On Stage

8942 Gary Dunn : Keep Them Laughing ( volume 1 ) DVD

A double DVD set which shows you that ENTERTAINMENT and LAUGHTER are the two most important things to put into your 

children’s show. Learn from a master! Gary was a Redcoat at Butlins for many years and has learnt through experience. Now 

you can profit from his experience and apply his simple techniques to YOUR shows. If you Keep Them Laughing, you’ve done 

all the hard work!

Filmed live at a school in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, you’ll see Gary perform two very different shows: on Disc 1, you’ll see The 

Magic Show, but perhaps that should be The Laughter Show! After Gary's introduction, he has the children eating out of his 

hand. That’s followed by Off The Meter (a great rabble-rouser!); then there’s Twentieth Century Silks like you’ve never seen it 

before; a very funny balloon sequence; a puppet routine with Colin the Chicken;  Picture Fun with a very different presentation 

and a hilarious Slush Powder routine called Watch the Water! In one sense, the tricks aren’t important: it’s the entertainment 

and the laughter! You can apply these techniques to ANY tricks.

8943 Gary Dunn : Keep Them Laughing ( volume 2 ) DVD

On Disc 2, Gary presents The Show With (Almost!) No Props – over 30 minutes of non-stop fun using little more than a 

microphone! This is the act he presented at Kidology in 2010, but here it’s presented in front of 200 children.

And as if all that wasn’t enough, we’re including a FREE bonus of Gary performing a stand-out 45 minute act of ‘The Love 

Story’. This last was filmed live at a holiday camp in 2010. It is not studio quality (though the quality is good), but it shows Gary 

putting into practice what he’s been showing in the other two shows – how to ENTERTAIN.

This is a really fabulous package and an inspiration for those of you wanting to make LAUGHTER your goal!

http://future-magic.de/keep-them-laughing-by-garry-dunn%28665%29,EN-9.html

8944 Jim Kleefeld : Reading is Forever DVD

Routine1 - What's My Job: Students will identify that reading is important for any career.

Routine 2 - Terrible Newspaper: Students will identify that reading is an important and functional way to keep up with current events.

Routine 3 - Befuddled Recipe: Students will identify that the ability to read and follow a recipe is an important skill.

Routine 4 - The New Book: Students will identify that reading for pleasure is a fun activity.

Routine 5 - Bookworms: Students will recall that the ability to read directions is an important skill.

Routine 6 - Highway Signs: Students will value the importance of reading highway signs.

Routine 7 - Rindercella: Students will value the ability to read carefully.

http://www.jimkleefeld.com/forever.html

8945 Jim Tamley : The Dummy Run DVD

Jimmy Tamley is not only a puppet hut friend but one of the UK’s busiest working professional ventriloquists.

With a long list of clients including BBC, ITV, Channel 4, Royal Caribbean Cruises, The QE2, The Imperial Hotel Las Vegas, 

The Orient Express and even number 10 Downing Street its easy to see he is doing something right!

‘The Dummy Run’ is Jimmy’s latest DVD and includes a huge array of classic characters such as Lightning Lez (the 

underweight boxing champion!), Knuckles the biker, Seaweed the surfer, Louis the Blues, Grandad and the most entertaining 

audience you’ll have ever seen!

Crammed full of material and ideas this DVD is highly recommended and should be in your collection!

http://www.worthpoint.com/worthopedia/dvd-jimmy-tamley-dummy-run-312200832

8946 Keith Fields : Live and Tricking DVD

For over 30 years Keith has been travelling the world and making people laugh. He is an award winning performer with the 

ability to entertain everybody.  Now his amazing magic and hilarious comedy have found a new home in Tennessee.  If you are 

visiting the Smokey Mountains then you must see this show.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S17192
http://future-magic.de/keep-them-laughing-by-garry-dunn%28665%29,EN-9.html
http://www.jimkleefeld.com/forever.html
http://www.worthpoint.com/worthopedia/dvd-jimmy-tamley-dummy-run-312200832
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUAB7xfIcZc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yvKRxgQ2b_o


http://liveandtricking.com/

8947 Ken Groves : Comedy Ventriloquist DVD

8948 Ken Scott : Magic Trick You Can Do DVD

This DVD is what I sell after my shows as a souvenir for kids. I teach some easy magic tricks that children or adults can learn. 

Also I have two of my shows that was taped at the MAGIC castle in Hollywood.

The entire DVD was shot at the Magic Castle. Also special guest Jon Armstrong joins me as he teaches a very easy to do card 

trick.

http://www.kenscottproducts.com/KensMagicVideo.html

8949 Kimmo : Talk to the Hand DVD

John Kimmons or ‘Kimmo’ has been delighting family audiences for over 25 years.

Winner of the 2008 Children’s Entertainer WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS and the prestigious ‘Ken Dodd comedy award’ Kimmo is 

‘fast, fast, fast and SUPER FUNNY!’

This DVD features some of our favourite puppet and magic routines. You WILL learn alot from this DVD!

Some of the highlights include JAMBO BANANAS THE GORILLA, The hilarious VENTRILOQUIST MASK, CHARLIE CLIFTON 

and a fantastic ROCKY RACCOON routine as well as some top class magic.

A true star – Sit back and watch one of the best in action. Highest recommendation from The Puppet Hut!

55 minutes of great entertainment plus 25 minutes of bonus footage. You have to see this DVD!

Free postage from Puppet Hut HQ – We will even put it in a jiffy bag for you! Could we get any better ?

http://thepuppethut.com/dvds-and-instructionals/kimmo-talk-to-the-hand-dvd/

8950 Mark Daniel : Book Magic DVD

ITS HERE!! Mark Daniel’s School of Magic is perfect for ages 8-14, so will fit in perfectly for schools and birthday parties where 

Mark’s regular magic show may be a little too young for them.

Watch as Mark performs amazing sleight of hand and stage magic with cards, rope, coins, cups and balls - then teaches YOU 

how to do them.

Become an apprentice wizard in just 2 hours!

Not only is learning magic fun, its also a very powerful tool for expressing creativity in children, making it ideal for classrooms.

Magic has been made more popular than ever with movies such as ‘Harry Potter’ and ‘The Illusionist’, and TV programmes like 

‘Penn and Teller Fool Us’ and ‘The Magicians’

http://www.magicmarkdaniel.co.uk/mark%20daniel%27s%20school%20of%20magic.html

8951 Paul Zerdin : Live ! DVD

8952 Steve Petra : Let's Get Visual DVD

Take your Kidshow & Family Entertainment to the next level and add huge visual impact!

Axtell Power User Steve Petra reveals some powerful concepts and delivers each point with tons of examples.

Performances in front of live audiences mixed with studio segments explaining Steve’s techniques and puppet modifications.

http://www.axtell.com/new/lets-get-visual-dvd-by-steve-petra/

8953 Tommy James : The Halloween Safety Magic Show DVD

8954 Barbara Heidenreich : Teach Your Bird To talk ( with audio CD ) DVD

In this DVD, professional animal trainer Barbara Heidenreich teaches you how to train a parrot to talk. She addresses common 

myths about talking parrots, which birds make ideal candidates for talking, the most effective ways to expose your parrot to 

sounds you want repeated, proven methods for encouraging your parrot to vocalize, and most importantly, how to train your 

parrot to talk on cue. Also included is an appearance by Einstein, the Talking Texan Parrot, plus an interview with her human 

companions. A bonus CD ROM includes recordings of a variety of species of parrots vocalizing to inspire your bird to talk.

http://www.avianpublications.com/items/videos/itemDVD19.htm

8955 Aldo Colombini : Aldo on Trost ( volume 4  ) DVD

http://liveandtricking.com/
http://www.kenscottproducts.com/KensMagicVideo.html
http://thepuppethut.com/dvds-and-instructionals/kimmo-talk-to-the-hand-dvd/
http://www.magicmarkdaniel.co.uk/mark daniel%27s school of magic.html
http://www.axtell.com/new/lets-get-visual-dvd-by-steve-petra/
http://www.avianpublications.com/items/videos/itemDVD19.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuO4OQfzjDg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BrWsNiFlB6o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NStZj2OBsw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYMheSWHlcw


The great Card Magic of Nick Trost. Nick was a master in creating amazing tricks and routines based on subtleties rather than 

difficult sleight of hand. Due to the amazing success of the three download set we produced and the numerous requests, here's 

another one, the fourth in the series. This is a humble tribute to a very creative magician. Most of these tricks are impromptu 

and they all use a regular deck of cards. CONTENTS: THE GATHERING OF THE COURT CARDS: A great nine-card 

assembly, with Jacks, Queens and Kings! THE SLIPPERY ACES: The Aces are sandwiched between the two red Jacks. They 

disappear and reappear between the black Jacks! TOPSY-TURVY ACES: The Aces are inserted in the middle of the deck 

which is shuffled with some cards face up and some face down. At the end, all the cards are face down except the Aces! DEAL 

AND DUCK POKER: Ten cards are used. The spectator picks five at random. You end up with a Royal Flush! CARDS AND 

DICE PREDICTION: Two dice and a deck of cards. A card is selected by throwing the dice and the same dice find it! 

ELIMINATION: A card is chosen and you show the entire deck card by card. The selection is gone! It will re-appear face up in 

the middle of the deck! THE FIFTH HOTEL MYSTERY: Queens and Kings are shuffled in pairs, but at the end the Queens are 

all together and so are the Kings! M-U-M MIRACLE: A spectator THINKS of any card. You reveal it, without any clue, with a 

method that will blow them away! ELEVATOR CARDS: The name says it all. The classic elevator theme, the Trost way! 

TROST ON AL KORAN'S "PREDICTION SUPREME": You place three predictions on the table and three spectators pick a 

card each. The three selections

http://www.davenportsmagic.co.uk/acatalog/info-3859.html

8956 Charly Borra : King of Pickpockets DVD

8957 Aldo Colombini : Aces Up Your Sleeve DVD

OPSY-TURVY ACE LOCATION (Nick Trost): In a face-up and face-down shuffled deck you find the Aces and then all the cards 

turn facing the same way.

HOF-WICH (Cameron Francis): Two Jokers find the Ace of the same suit of the selected card and then the Ace changes into 

the selection.

ACCENTUATED ACES (Paul Gordon): The Aces are eliminated one by one and the last changes into the selected card.

ATLANTIS (Aldo Colombini): A card is placed on the table and a selected card is inserted among the four Aces. The Aces 

change places and the card placed on the table turns out to be the actual selection.

ILLUSION VS REALITY (Peter Duffie): A production of the four Aces where two of the Aces appear in the spectator’s hands.

PROXIMITY (Aldo Colombini): Three cards are selected. You show three other cards and these are seen to be of the same 

value as the selections and finally the four Aces appear.

PASSING THE HAT (Aldo Colombini): A card is selected. You produce the four Kings, which capture three cards. The selection 

is seen to be an Ace and the three cards between the Kings are the other Aces.

SUGAR AND SPICE (J. K. Hartman): Great routine where you produce the Kings, then the Aces and finally a royal flush.

INTERNAL AFFAIRS (Aldo Colombini): The four Aces change into the four Kings and then reappear face up in the middle of the 

deck.

WELL DONE, BOYS! (Aldo Colombini): The spectator cuts the deck at random and first finds the four Kings and then the four 

Aces.

http://www.lybrary.com/aces-up-your-sleeve-p-107597.html

8958 Steve Branham : Bill Switch ( Master routine ) DVD

Probably one of the most amazing magic tricks you can do! Borrow a one dollar bill from someone and turn it into a fifty or one 

hundred dollar bill! People love to watch magic with money, especially magic that seems to make money!

The routines you'll learn on this DVD will make it possible for you to do reputation-making money magic anytime, anwhere! 

Perfect for for those magicians who want to do strolling and restaurant work. And also perfect for sales reps, bartenders, wait 

staff and anyone who wants to put some WOW into their act!

Steve Branham's secret workings and variations on the Bill Switch will have you performing this incredible visual stunner in no 

time. With DVD technology, learning magic is easier than ever. By freezing frames and jumping to specific explanations and 

performances, it becomes simple to master the fundamentals of these astounding magic tricks.

http://www.magictricks.com/DVD-bill-switch.html

8959 Steve Branham : Circle Of Time With Rings And Ropes ( Master routine ) DVD

Your audience will be amazed as you perform several effects, such as the Toss Link, No Release Tied Ring on Rope and many 

others. Moves appear to be highly practiced sleight of hand - but not so.

Each effect flows seamlessly into the next effect. The Circle of Time routine is completely entertaining and expertly taught by 

professional magician Steve (Merlin) Branham. As an added feature, there are three extra moves in a bonus section.

http://www.funinc.com/circle-of-time-dvd-w-ring-and-rope/ms03155p/

8960 Dynamo : International Magic Lecture

8961 David Williamson : Ridiculous ( volume 1 ) DVD

Un magicien ayant remporté des prix, un incroyable manipulateur, et un artiste qui sait faire le spectacle ! Son style unique a 

aidé à changer notre façon de présenter la magie. Il partage désormais les routines qui ont fait sa carrière, permis de gagner 

des prix et remporté les applaudissements de ses publics. Tout cela réuni dans un coffret de 4 DVD.

DVD 1 - Spectacle professionnel

http://www.davenportsmagic.co.uk/acatalog/info-3859.html
http://www.lybrary.com/cameron-francis-m-263.html?osCsid=3ef76e8febcae40c59d398620be390ec
http://www.lybrary.com/cameron-francis-m-263.html?osCsid=3ef76e8febcae40c59d398620be390ec
http://www.lybrary.com/peter-duffie-m-52.html?osCsid=3ef76e8febcae40c59d398620be390ec
http://www.lybrary.com/aces-up-your-sleeve-p-107597.html
http://www.magictricks.com/DVD-bill-switch.html
http://www.funinc.com/circle-of-time-dvd-w-ring-and-rope/ms03155p/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZ5dWP8qanA
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3899


Les grands classiques de Williamson filmés à Lisbonne : Le tour des aiguilles, Corde et anneau, La carte déchirée et 

reconstituée, La carte à la bouche, Le Racoon, Le Terrible secret de Tante Mary, Funner Color Stunner et les Gobelets. Tout 

est expliqué dans les moindres détails en vous indiquant également comment transformer ces tours en routines théâtrales.

8962 David Williamson : Ridiculous ( volume 2 ) DVD

David Williamson est reconnu comme l’un des meilleurs techniciens au monde. Il explique ici ses routines de cartes préférées : 

He Who Spelt it Dealt it, Roger Smiith’s Texas Trick, Les as à la manche de Terry Hampton, Springing Aces de Forte, Cocktal 

Dazzler, Interlace Swindle, Poker menteur et bien plus encore. De la magie de première qualité.

8963 David Williamson : Ridiculous ( volume 3 ) DVD

Des effets de close-up plus classique à la sauce Williamson : Le fil hindou, Wishing well, Floating Matrix, Chick a Chink, La 

pièce dans la bouteille, Le crayon à travers la pièce, La cuillère tordue, Solution saline et bien plus. Chaque tour présenté est 

expliqué dans les moindres détails

8964 David Williamson : Ridiculous ( volume 4 ) DVD

Un véritable atelier en technique de cartes. Les mouvements qui forment l’arsenal de David en détails. Apprenez-les bien pour 

avoir à votre disposition une collection de techniques. Change, Saut-de-coupe, Forçage classique, Donne en second, Donne du 

dessous, Levée double, Diagonal Palm Shift, Faux mélanges, Holding Out, Pinky Count, Empalmages. Sur ce DVD, vous 

trouverez aussi les confessions de David. Celui-ci révèle les véritables secrets de la magie, ce que signifie être magicien et 

comment être le meilleur possible. Le DVD inclut un entretien sur sa vie, sa magie et sa carrière. Découvrez en bonus : The 

Striking Vanish et Vanishing Knife.

8965 David Williamson : Ridiculous ( bonus volume  1 ) DVD

8966 David Williamson : Ridiculous ( bonus volume  2 ) DVD

http://www.marchanddetrucs.com/magasin-de-magie/supports/dvd/ridiculous-4dvd-.html

8967 Matthew Wright : Horizon DVD

Matthew Wright has devised a new, revolutionary thread system that allows you to effortlessly animate a small object form one 

hand to another with almost no movement.

Make a selected and signed card eject from the pack and slowly levitate to the other hand.

A playing card box floats straight up to your hand with very little motion from the hands.

Show a dollar bill jumping out of your wallet, dancing across the table and leaping into your hand.

Rotate and balance a playing card on its corner, right in your palm.

Floating objects like a signed card from within a deck of cards, or a dollar bill from within a wallet has not been possible until 

now. Horizon will have you performing gravity defying suspensions and animations of dollar bills, playing cards, match books, 

card boxes, business cards, credit cards and more that works for close up, stage or parlor performing.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3945

8968 Brad Christian : The Gaff System ( volume 1 ) DVD

Gaff deck and DVD package. The only extra item you will need is an Artifice deck, also supplied by Davenports Magic.

Uniquely designed, the gaff system is the only type of gaff deck in its class. A complete system that can be used across the 

Tundra (White), Emerald Green or Cobalt Blue Artifice Decks. Never before has something as outrageous as this project been 

attempted, all three colors together in one deck.

Our first Gaff Deck came from the mind of Justin Miller. The follow-up ‘UltraGaff’ came from the twin creative minds of Wayne 

Houchin and Daniel Garcia. We knew with The Gaff System, we just had to go one better. Enter Three of the best minds in 

magic today.

FULL OVERVIEW

This is where the Gaff System differs from other decks; within are 15 separate effects that for any other project would be sold 

as standalone products - but with our mission to create the most insane gaff deck ever, we combined them all into this ONE 

deck.

From a torn and restored card that melts back together in a unique and unexplainable way, to a chosen card becoming a 

chapstick in a spectator’s hands. Each effect in this system is a worker. There is no room for ‘filler’. Each card placed in the 

deck has been carefully considered against a ‘wait-list’ of other effects to determine whether it TRULY belonged.

When we took the finalised artwork to USPCC we were told that the Gaff System could not be made. The photo realism of 

some of the cards in the deck used too many colors for the printers to handle, and cards like the ‘Chaptrick’ had them worried - 

because it looked ‘so much’ like a real Chapstick it sent their legal department scurrying.

Undeterred, we found our own printer who not only matched the feel of the cards in the deck to those in the Artifice Deck - but 

printed with such high quality that even Mike Clarke, who created the graphics for the deck, was impressed.

15 Unbelievable Effects. 3 Superstars of Magic. 1 Incredible Project. This is, The Gaff System.

IN THE BOX

The Gaff System consists of 2 parts - the Artifice Gaff Deck and the two-disc Gaff System DVD. While they are available 

separately, the deck by itself is only sold as a ‘refill’ - as without prior purchase of the DVD you will not know how to use the 

deck.

Containing 54 cards utilised for 15 effects (listed below) and tailored for use with the Green, Blue or White Artifice decks - 

including vital extras of those cards you’re likely to be giving away - the Artifice Gaff Deck is the backbone of this system.

The two-disc DVD set contains over three hours of performances, teaching, invaluable advice and real world tips from the guys 

who actually created the effects - and know the potential of these as hard-hitting pieces of magic. Calen Morelli takes to Venice 

Beach to share the newly created magic of the Gaff System, and astonishes crowd after crowd with these tricks...

MisMade Jack... The printing on a single playing card moves with the wave of the hand - twice - leaving the spectator with an 

impossible object - a misprinted Jack. This effect is so visual, even Peter McKinnon flipped out during the filming of the 

explanation.

Chaptrick... When we shared this video on social media, our Facebook exploded - nearly 400 shares and 1800 likes on this trick 

alone. The card chosen by a spectator vanishes from the deck - only to appear in the Chapstick they’ve been holding the whole 

time.

TNRT... This is Brad Christian’s favorite of all the effects on the Gaff System. The clearly torn flap of a tuck-box restores with a 

rub of the finger. Hyper visual - and totally unexplainable.

Shadowplay... Who hasn’t used the light on a camera phone to navigate through the shadows at night? In this trick, Calen uses 

the light to produce a shadow on a playing card - a shadow that stays fixed, even when the finger that made it is taken away.

Meld...A Torn and Restored Card effect that restores in the spectator’s hands… but not the way you’d think. Four clearly torn 

pieces are placed in the outstretched hands of the spectator, only to meld together in a misshapen stack.

http://www.marchanddetrucs.com/magasin-de-magie/supports/dvd/ridiculous-4dvd-.html
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3945
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIOLOeKrFck
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPn0f_vR0rQ


Hoarders... Four Kings are placed into a card box and three selections lost in the deck. When the card box is opened again - 

the selections are seen sandwiched between the Kings. With a pinch, the Kings disappear - leaving only the selections behind - 

and the Kings? Face up, in the middle of the deck.

Morph... This is how a color change really should look. A single card morphs back and forth between a Queen and a Four, with 

a wave of the hand before being handed back to a spectator, one card - completely changed.

Side Effect... An effect where your imagination is the only limit. The writing on the side of a deck of cards changes with a wave 

of the finger. Anything from ‘Your Card is’ changed to ’Three of Hearts’ through to ‘Happy Birthday’ changed to ‘(Spectator’s 

Name)’. Great for conveying a personal message - or using as an ‘Impromptu Magic 8 Ball'.

On Point... A chosen card is lost in the deck, and the Artifice Joker enlisted to help find it. With a flutter of the card, the joker 

points to wherever the spectators card is located - even when he’s moved away from the deck. Eric Jones breathes life into the 

deck’s mysterious gentleman.

Angle Z... While Madison devotes a whole DVD to Angle Z- here, this is the incredible Gaff System Version. The corner of a 

card is ripped off and then gently balanced on the card’s back. Slowly the card is tilted - with the corner defying gravity, staying 

stuck to the card. Not just stuck - melted.

Half Vanish... Like an Erdnase Change in slow-motion. An out-jogged card slowly vanishes from the deck, visibly dissolving 

through the top card in the deck, until it’s completely invisible. A gorgeous piece of magic.

Magnify... A picture is taken of a face-up card with a smart phone, and then zoomed in with a tap. When the phone is taken 

away from the deck the card itself is seen to have zoomed in as well. With a pinch on the deck, it changes back to regular size.

Peek Box... Daniel Madison exposes a trick Gambler’s use to peek the bottom card of the deck - a rip in the tuck box shows the 

index. However when a spectator’s card is involved, things don’t go the way you’d expect. A baffling trick hidden in a gambling 

demonstration.

Immaculate Reconnect... Adam Wilber teaches his ending for Paul Harris’s ‘Immaculate Connection’ - the centers of three 

ripped cards used in the effect melt back into the torn cards - only, the wrong centres are used. An unexpected kicker to an 

awesome effect that leaves the spectators with an impossible object. Also contains thoughts and handling from Michael Weber.

Aquafina... To round out the Gaff System, Adam Wilber teaches a ‘Card to Bottle’ effect that doesn’t go as planned. The label 

on a water bottle is peeled off to reveal the spectator’s chosen card.

The Gaff Deck and Two Disc DVD Set is currently only available together as package

8969 Brad Christian : The Gaff System ( volume 2 ) DVD

http://www.davenportsmagic.co.uk/acatalog/info-4357.html

8970 Red by Craig Petty DVD

They shuffle the cards and then fan them towards themselves.

They think of one card. They never tell you and never write it down. They only think of it.

They shuffle the cards.

When you go through the deck and remove the RED card, it's theirs.

You're probably not reading this, are you? Just stick the trailer on!

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3915

8971 John Bannon & Liam Mortimer : Fractalicious DVD

 BRAINIAC

 MONTINATOR 5.0

 CHOP SHOP

 SHORT ATTENTION SPIN

 SPIN DOCTOR

 Bonus:

 BOX OF DOOM

 SELF-ASSEMBLY

http://johnbannonmagic.com/dvds/fractaliciousnew.html

8972 Mark Mason : The Volunter Swindler by Hiro Sakai DVD

8973 Reel Magic Quarterly : Episode N° 36 ( Chris Capehart ) DVD

Chris Capehart

Chris talks with Kozmo about honing his skills on the street and making a living doing children's magic.

Columbs:

Bill Wisch - on Slydini

Bill shows us a rubber-band trick that's a snap to do.

Kainoa Harbottle - Coin U

Kainoa talks about the "Visual Dictionary of Architecture" and related magic.

Christian Painter - Mindtrapping

Christian teaches an easy mentalism routine with coins.

Doc Easton - Behind the Bar

Doc tells us what happened in part two of "work in progress".

Reviews:

David Regal - Tricks of the Trade

David reports from the Magic Live Convention where his trick was declared the best trick of the convention!

Wayne Kawamoto - Choice Cuts

Wayne reviews Oscar Munoz's 2 dvd set.

Tricks:

Losander "Static Energy" - From Losander

Mathieu Bich "Warm-Up Trick" - a Reel Magic Magazine Exclusive.

Ryan Schlutz "4 Shadowed" - from Trio - Reel Magic on Demand Plus

http://www.murphysmagic.com/Product.aspx?id=52995

8974 Roberto Giobbi : Penguin Live Online lecture DVD

Calling the Cards

A spectator takes cards from a shuffled deck, and the performer knows which ones he is thinking of. An apparent mistake is 

corrected by an amusing and totally baffling prediction.

Discussion of how to manage an audience member, how to interact physically in parlor situations, how to stage the divination of 

cards so as to make them look like mind-reading, and a fresh look at predictions (not only cards!).

http://www.davenportsmagic.co.uk/acatalog/info-4357.html
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3915
http://johnbannonmagic.com/dvds/fractaliciousnew.html
http://www.murphysmagic.com/Product.aspx?id=52995
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ng9XyQnfXs4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qEClNVQxMQ8
http://www.world-of-magic.co.uk/reel_magic__i30091.asp


Teach-in session on various false shuffles retaining partial and complete order of deck apt to be used in parlor situations, such 

as the underused Greek Shuffle, the little known Frank Lane Shuffle, and the yet unpublished Combination Shuffle.

Thought Card in Cigarette

In the course of a game of Swiss Poker, which is played with imaginary cards, a freely named card appears in a cigarette (or 

other object of your choosing – you do not need to be a smoker for this trick). This is one of the effects with which Roberto 

Giobbi has fooled many of his colleagues at international conventions. Explained here for the first time in detail.

Discussion of the creative process behind a magic trick, with the explanation of how to practically use Mind Mapping to reach 

original solutions. Also, an analysis of how to combine verbal strategies, shrewd methods and sleight-of-hand.

Card Stab

This has been Roberto Giobbi’s finale trick in his professional stage act for the past 25 years. Revealed here for the first time 

with all details and subtleties gained from a lifetime of experience. 8 minutes of solid entertainment, amusing and mystifying.

Twice As Difficult

The Jim Ryan classic “Vice-Versa” revisited: in the course of a trick, which is “twice as difficult” as the most difficult card trick in 

the world, two thought of cards are produced, and then unexpectedly change place.

Discussion of how to logically stage unusual looking procedures, how to control two cards at the same time, and how to handle 

the difficult and often confusing issue of transposing two cards. With special attention to the management and handling of the 

Double Lift & Turnover for stage.

And This IS Your Card!

A most unusual trick in which a “wrong” card oddly changes into the “correct” one – with lots of laughs, and even more mystery. 

This might be dubbed the “Paper Balls Over Head” of card magic.

With an in-depth discussion of the classic top change and variations thereof and special emphasis on the psychological 

construction of a trick, as opposed to the technical and dramatic construction.

Homing Card Plus…Plus

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3961

8975 Michael Ammar : Online Live Lecture in Chine DVD

http://cart100.com/product/35057787579/2013_Michael_Ammar_magic_lectures_online

8976 Christopher Wiehl : Senses DVD

A souffle cup is an overlooked item at many restaurants but it is something that we find ourselves using all the time. They are 

fantastic for keeping good things in and bad things out. That is where senses changes. What you will learn on this 110 minute 

long DVD will allow you to take this simple item and perform the impossible. It is an updated rattle box, change box, vanisher 

and much more.

Senses

Have a spectator take a coin, ring, dice, or whatever they can and put it into the cup and close the lid. You take the cup and 

shake it. They hear the item, but it slowly starts to fade away until they hear nothing. You then can show the inside of the cup 

and the item is now gone. You can then bring it back right in their own hands.

Ketchop Cup

A neat update to a chop cup style routine. You have a coin put into the cup with the cap on. You put the cup face down and 

wave your hand over the cup and instantly the coin jumps to the top of the cup. You can then make it penetrate back into the 

cup for a visual ending.

TCOC

using one cup you can take a coin and have it penetrate the bottom of the cup, and then through the lid of the cup and even 

through the bottom of the cup off the spectator's hands.

Quarterly payments

Show an empty cup and one half dollar. Your hands are completely empty. Take the half dollar and drop it into the cup and it 

instantly turns into two quarters.

Beggars Dream

Show an empty cup and empty hands. Grab an imaginary coin out of the air and drop it into the cup and the coin instantly 

materializes into a real coin.

Contained

Have a cup with a prediction card inside. Have the spectator pick a card and loose it in the deck. You then show the card that is 

sealed inside the cup. It is not their card. With a wave of your hand the card sealed inside instantly changes into their card.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3957

8977 Decoy by Eoin O'Hare DVD

Once in a while, a miracle hits the market. One that is visual, simple, yet practical. We believe DECOY is one of those effects. 

Eoin O’Hare’s DECOY, the most visual and deceptive diminishing deck ever conceived.

In-depth training, handling, and routines by Zach Mueller.

Decoy features 40 minutes of instruction with one of the most creative minds in magic, Zach Mueller, covering every single 

aspect of the effect. No stone left unturned. No detail left untouched. Perform from 0 to 60 in just MINUTES. In addition, TWO 

powerful routines are taught right out of Zach Mueller’s own repertoire with bonus tips, tricks, and ideas.

Handcrafted gimmick. Ingenious design. Unlimited applications.

Decoy is always ready - wherever you go. It's extremely versatile with numerous applications from a Rising Card to even 

performing DECOY on the SPECTATOR’S hands! Infinitely customizable in every way to suit your style and performance 

needs. The handcrafted Decoy gimmick works with ANY kind of deck.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3903

8978 Alex Pandrea : Prisoners DVD

The Sandwich Plot is a classic of magic. Most modern sandwich effects have one thing in common - they happen quickly, in the 

blink of an eye. Prisoners explores the other end of the spectrum, where every move is slow, clear, and deliberate.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3961
http://cart100.com/product/35057787579/2013_Michael_Ammar_magic_lectures_online
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3957
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3903
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JihaYCF5Os
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOT0Nkvev20
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1MpiI17Gr-U


A card is selected and can be signed if desired. The card is returned to the middle of the deck, which is then spread face-down 

on the table. The two Jokers are placed face-up clearly and cleanly at each end of the spread and the pack is squared. 

Immediately and with no moves the deck is re-spread, showing that the Jokers have jumped to the middle of the deck - 

sandwiching one card between them. It is the selected card.

Prisoners requires no skill to perform, yet achieves an incredible audience reaction because the process is so fair and direct. 

This directness also allows you to perform without speaking, so it can be done in loud environments or for audiences who speak 

a different language. This is a perfect closing piece for a card act and is an ideal choice when you can only show one trick to an 

important client.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S16322

8979 Manoj Kaushal : Manoj Bottle DVD

Un stylo emprunté, une bague, ... traverse le fond d’une bouteille d’eau examinée au préalable par vos spectateurs, et ceci 

sans aucun empalmage, sans change. Tour repose sur une erreur d’interprétation, ce qui ouvre la  porte pour une pénétration 

parfaite.

Vous connaissez déjà ou avez déjà vu une dizaine de version de la pièce dans la bouteille… MAIS "The Manoj Bottle" est si 

ingénieusement pratique et amusante qu’elle vous plaira aussitôt et deviendra votre version préférée !

L'effet en lui même reste très simple et claire: Le spectateur examine complètement et signe le fond de la bouteille. Le fond est 

parfaitement solide. Une seconde plus tard, le magicien pousse à vue un objet à travers le fond examiné. L'objet rentre dans la 

bouteille ! La bouteille est redonnée à l'examen.

http://www.magicdream.fr/tour-de-magie-manoj-bottle-magicien-manoj-kaushal.html

8980 Ken Niinuma : 3 Secrets DVD

Waltz Un très bel effet pour les couples. Malgré des conditions impossibles, deux sélections signées se retrouvent 

mutuellement.

Thunderstruck Le Triumph de Bannon à la mode japonaise. Dans cette version, vous retrouverez toutes les cartes d’une 

même suite…puis toutes les autres suites, d’une manière très surprenante !

Crackdown Un des rares effets de sandwich qui méritent d’être appris ! Deux sélections sont ouvertement insérées dans le jeu 

puis les rois sont placés faces en l’air au milieu. Sans aucun geste, vous étalez immédiatement le jeu pour révéler que les rois 

ont pris en sandwich les cartes choisies.

http://www.marchanddetrucs.com/magasin-de-magie/supports/dvd/3-secrets.html

8981 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 15 - 16 ) DVD

8982 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 17 - 18 ) DVD

8983 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 19 - 20 ) DVD

8984 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 21 - 22 ) DVD

8985 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 23 - 24 ) DVD

8986 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 25 - 26 ) DVD

8987 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 27 - 28 ) DVD

8988 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 29 - 30 ) DVD

8989 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 31 ) DVD

8990 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 32 - 33 ) DVD

8991 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 34 - 35 ) DVD

8992 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 36 - 37 ) DVD

8993 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 38 - 39 ) DVD

8994 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 40 ) DVD

8995 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 41 - 42 ) DVD

8996 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 43 - 44 ) DVD

8997 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 45 - 46 ) DVD

8998 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 47 ) DVD

8999 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 48 - 49 ) DVD

9000 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 50 - 51 ) DVD

9001 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 52 - 53 ) DVD

9002 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 54 - 55 ) DVD

9003 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 56 - 57 ) DVD

9004 Tv Chine : Lu Chen Legend of Magic 2013  ( volume 58 - 59 ) DVD

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S16322
http://www.magicdream.fr/tour-de-magie-manoj-bottle-magicien-manoj-kaushal.html
http://www.marchanddetrucs.com/magasin-de-magie/supports/dvd/3-secrets.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1MpiI17Gr-U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C0uJmaDIcnI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89IQ4hWw1tM


9005 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue : . Set Up Exe CD ROOM

9006 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue : Installation CD ROOM

9007 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Mars 1923 - Octobre 1930 CD ROOM

9008 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Novembre 1930  - Novembre 1934 CD ROOM

9009 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Decembre 1934 - Novembre 1939 CD ROOM

9010 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Decembre 1939 - Aout 1944 CD ROOM

9011 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Septembre 1944 - Aout 1947 CD ROOM

9012 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Septembre 1947 - Fevrier 1950 CD ROOM

9013 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Mars 1950 - Septembre 1952 CD ROOM

9014 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Octobre 1952 - Mars 1955 CD ROOM

9015 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Avril 1955 - Juillet 1957 CD ROOM

9016 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Aout 1957 - Avril 1960 CD ROOM

9017 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Mai 1960 - Janvier 1963 CD ROOM

9018 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Fevrier 1963  - Decembre 1965 CD ROOM

9019 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Janvier 1966 - Septembre 1968 CD ROOM

9020 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Octobre 1968 - Mai 1971 CD ROOM

9021 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Juin 1971 - Janvier 1974 CD ROOM

9022 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Fevrier 1974 - Decembre 1974 CD ROOM

9023 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Janvier 1975 - Juin 1977 CD ROOM

9024 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Juillet 1977 - Decembre 1979 CD ROOM

9025 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Janvier 1980 - Avril 1982 CD ROOM

9026 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Mai 1982 - Octobre 1984 CD ROOM

9027 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Novembre 1984 - Fevrier 1987 CD ROOM

9028 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Mars 1987 - Juin 1989 CD ROOM

9029 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Juillet 1989 - Octobre 1991 CD ROOM

9030 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Novembre 1989 - Janvier 1994 CD ROOM

9031 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Fevrier 1994 - Fevrier 1996 CD ROOM

9032 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Mars 1996 - Mars 1998 CD ROOM

9033 Cd Room Pdf Linking Ring Revue :  Avril 1998 - Decembre 1999 CD ROOM

9034 Robert Bengel : Mirrors and Smoke ( volume 1 ) DVD

Robert has recently come out with a new, 3-DVD, set that is geared toward teaching the true fundamentals of magic for the 

beginner, intermediate, and advanced artist looking to improve his/her skills. The DVDs were shot with a different approach, 

teaching basic sleights in a way to improve your overall performance and presentation. 

Clever, and innovative, use of “cut-aways” to give you a better perspective and cleaner look at the critical aspects of every 

sleight. Studying, and perfecting, the foundations will improve your performances and your overall presentation skills – because 

you will be concentrating on presenting and not sleights. 

The second and third DVDs dig deeper into the corporate world, offering insight and tips on working corporate events. Putting 

all three DVDs together, this will become a staple in your magic library, giving you a great reference site to learn a sleight, or 

determine how to routine effects to put a revenue-earning set together for your next big show. 

9035 Robert Bengel : Mirrors and Smoke ( volume 2 ) DVD

9036 Robert Bengel : Mirrors and Smoke ( volume 3 ) DVD

http://robertbengelentertainment.com/Media.html

9037 Kenton Knepper : PSY Color Change Deck DVD

http://robertbengelentertainment.com/Media.html


You won't believe this even after we reveal the secret! Kenton has called this method by Ben Highway "One of the great 

breakthroughs in magic and mentalism" and "the most exciting new concept I have seen in years". You are about to find out 

why. A deck is spread face down between the hands, and then face up. A freely selected card is pushed through the deck. The 

selected card changes color instantly! No moves, no nada. Just a pure and direct color change--as it should be. The card is 

rubbed against the deck and the rest of the deck is now seen to have changed color too. Now get this: The deck can be entirely 

examined, and there is NO SLEIGHT OF HAND. The deck changes color not by trick props or maneuvers but rather by mental 

influence! In fact, some of the audience may not become hypnotized and see nothing happening, or imagine another trick 

entirely! This trick and its amazing method are not for the mildly curious. The method is easy to do; yet it will have your head 

reeling once Kenton reveals the exciting reality. Kenton details all the incredible principles behind this effect, how they work for 

you, and how to perform it so that you can never fail. Complete with additional text, patter options, reminders of the 

psychological principles, and more. This controversial effect will change the way you view magic and mentalism forever! 

Running time approximately 38 minutes.

http://midwestmagic.net/shop/item.aspx?itemid=9116

9038 4th Dimension by Yoo Hyun Min (Zeki Yoo) DVD

4th dimension is a nice variation of the well known zone zero. The flat plastic frame is, in my opinion, more sophisticated than 

the original "holed" one. Also, Yoo offered some good handling and made the effect more visual and outstanding. Overall, it's an 

interesting item.

Koreans have been waving the magic world. This is a product which can help you peek the magical world and thinking of them.

http://www.seomagic-usa.com/catalog/product_reviews_info.php/products_id/878/reviews_id/609

9039 Henry Evans : Door ( volume 1 ) DVD

The (in)famous "Trick that cannot be explained" developed by the Master Dai Vernon, is finally explained in details by one of the 

greatest exponent of our Art, Henry Evans.

In these 3 DVD set you will find complete details of the techniques, performances, ploys, theories and tricks used and 

developed by Henry. You will also learn the philosophy behind that: the way Henry conceives his miracles.

You will see Henry performing jazz magic in different environments: in the film set, behind the cameras, in live shows, in magic 

conventions and even at the Magic Castle.

Opening Doors makes the impossible to show and teach you something that is (almost) impossible to be taught. You will see 

"real time" improvisations; commentaries as the usual DVD director's commentaries tracks; interviews; 'step by step' 

explanations and more.

9040 Henry Evans : Door ( volume 2 ) DVD

9041 Henry Evans : Door ( volume 3 ) DVD

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S17231

9042 Juan Tamariz : Mnemonica Miracles ( volume 1 ) DVD

The memorized deck has evolved into one of our most powerful principles and Mnemonica, by Juan Tamariz is recognized by 

many as the most important book on the subject. Shortly after its publication, Juan began a personal project to document some 

of his favorite effects on video. Using his own cameras he recorded live shows and spent hours revealing the methods, 

principles and ideas that he uses to turn ingenious card tricks into unforgettable miracles.

These homemade videos are more than just a record of Juan’s thinking on the memorized deck - they are a priceless record of 

his personal approach to this incredibly powerful principle in magic.

Juan explains over twenty routines complete with essential tips and valuable advice. Juan also includes a volume filled with 

essential tools for the mem-deck performer.

This represents a treasure trove of secret information. If you have ever wanted to master this principle, it’s easily worth its 

weight in gold.

Join Juan Tamariz at the table in this personal lesson of over twenty routines complete with essential tips and valuable advice. 

Juan also includes a volume filled with essential tools for the mem-deck performer.

This 5 DVD Box Set represents a treasure trove of secret information. If you have ever wanted to master this principle, it's 

easily worth its weight in gold.

9043 Juan Tamariz : Mnemonica Miracles ( volume 2 ) DVD

9044 Juan Tamariz : Mnemonica Miracles ( volume 3 ) DVD

9045 Juan Tamariz : Mnemonica Miracles ( volume 4 ) DVD

9046 Juan Tamariz : Mnemonica Miracles ( volume 5 ) DVD

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4014

9047 Hannibal : The Truth from a Lier ( volume 1 ) DVD

Recognized by the International Brotherhood of Magicians with the People's Choice Award for Close-Up Magic, this 20-year 

veteran of street magic, comedy clubs and banquet-style performance has agreed to tip the methods to his trademark effects, 

including his epic prize-winning nine-phase "Pringles Act".

Both Josh and Andi have seen Chris Hannibal perform and consider themselves big fans. He has a lot to teach about 

presenting magic through compelling storytelling, crafting strong material, and structuring a show that builds to a whopping 

finish. In "The Truth From A Liar," Hannibal presents original magic as well as classic effects (such as the best "Coin and 

Cylinder" handling and presentation we have seen) with innovative twists that turn them into showstoppers.

Learn more than a trick, learn how this great mind in magic thinks by watching him perform his full show for an intimate studio 

audience, then discover his secrets behind creating and performing dynamic theatrical magic.

9048 Hannibal : The Truth from a Lier ( volume 2 ) DVD

http://www.vanishingincmagic.com/magic/close-up-magic/hannibal-the-truth-from-a-liar/

http://midwestmagic.net/shop/item.aspx?itemid=9116
http://www.seomagic-usa.com/catalog/product_reviews_info.php/products_id/878/reviews_id/609
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S17231
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4014
http://www.vanishingincmagic.com/magic/close-up-magic/hannibal-the-truth-from-a-liar/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10hZhtYHuKc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P6vP3-qfzqY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WwkvQlbNzB0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qEErApxicko
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SsSzto8cuM0


9049 Axel Hecklau : Just a Cup DVD

Just a cup is a real worker for walk around magic and parlour situations. The different technique (its not a chop cup) gives you 

more flexebility and possibilities to do new effects. Instand reset.

Please read more in the product specifications below, watch my videos and read other people oppinions.

http://www.axelhecklau-shop.com/lng/en/just-a-cup-performance-rights-script-dvd-tools.html

9050 Axel Hecklau : Two Fusion DVD

Tear a King and a Queen in two and fuse half King, half Queen together.

Create an impossible everlasting memory for a happy couple.

Maybe this is the perfect version of the Doc Eason Anniversary Walz plot.

http://www.axelhecklau-shop.com/lng/en/onetwist-/-twofusion-set-performance-rights-dvd-explanation-tools.html

9051 Mickael Chatelain : M-Case DVD

La M-Case de Mickaël Chatelain va vous permettre des changes extrêmement visuels avec un simple étui de cartes 

d'apparence totalement ordinaire. Utilisez-la comme un accessoire pour faciliter un change de cartes, billets, prédiction... ou 

comme une véritable routine totalement unique !

http://www.bigmagie.com/cartes/1930-m-case-chatelain.html

9052 Kai-Lun Hu : V DVD

V", a brain child of Kai-Lun Hu, means the number Five, Variety, and Victory.

That is, Kai-Lun shares with you Five routines, which are Various and will bring you the Victorious experience in magic 

performing.

Kai-Lun is one of the top magicians in Taiwan, and he's talented in almost every categories of magic, especially in close-up art. 

From all his creations in the past 20 more years, Kai-Lun handpicked for you these 5 pieces which are highly entertaining, 

practical, and magical.

Now, let's follow Kai-Lun to his V-land, where seeing is believing!

I - No more box

The no-box version of the classic Dean's Box effect. Equally amazing but with less props!

II - Co-in Box

The magician throws the playing cards away? With the empty card box, it's show time for the coins, an extravaganza of 

vanishing and reappearing. However, the playing cards won't be away quietly...What's next?

III - Kai-Lun Roulette

Undistinguishable envelops with bills, only one of them has the real money. Will the real money survive from the heartless 

Scissorhands? The suspenseful Kai-Lun Roulette.

IV - Bookmark

The probability to predict a selected card from a full deck is at most 1/52, and it's like looking for a needle in a haystack to 

predict a random phrase selected from a random book by a random audience. "Bookmark" provides a simple and 

straightforward way for you to challenge the impossible prediction.

V - Holely Monte

The signature of the audience on a card with a punched hole disappeared. Then the hole also disappeared in the blink of an 

eye. The signed holey card mysteriously re-forms in the envelop put on the table in the beginning. Kai-Lun gives a new touch to 

the classic 3 Card Monte routine.

Bonus:

Phantom

A super hilarious routine for parlor shows. The magician travels through the space like a phantom. The person on the stage is 

AMAZED, while the audiences are AMUSED.

http://www.murphysmagic.com/Product.aspx?id=52824

9053 Branden Wolf : Wolf DVD

Grey Change

Wax Production

Oblique Change

Wolf Spider Vanish

Simple Coins Across

Gravity Pass Tenkai Penny

Iso Production

Mesmer

Two Tone

http://www.ellusionist.com/wolf-by-branden-wolf.html

9054 Tv England : Keith Barry : Brain Hacker ( volume 1 ) DVD

9055 Tv England : Keith Barry : Brain Hacker ( volume 2 ) 

9056 Tv England : Keith Barry : Brain Hacker ( volume 3 ) 

9057 Tv England : Keith Barry : Brain Hacker ( volume 4 ) DVD

http://www.dailyedge.ie/keith-barry-heart-stop-brainhacker-1314094-Feb2014/

http://www.axelhecklau-shop.com/lng/en/just-a-cup-performance-rights-script-dvd-tools.html
http://www.axelhecklau-shop.com/lng/en/onetwist-/-twofusion-set-performance-rights-dvd-explanation-tools.html
http://www.bigmagie.com/cartes/1930-m-case-chatelain.html
http://www.murphysmagic.com/Product.aspx?id=52824
http://www.ellusionist.com/wolf-by-branden-wolf.html
http://www.dailyedge.ie/keith-barry-heart-stop-brainhacker-1314094-Feb2014/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STtlVt9utiI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hzK3rk3pbM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GCkdEURrd3k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DG02JEuUG0s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ooA57n-GEQY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSTCwdZeCUo


9058 Shin Lim : 52 Shades of red ( volume 1 ) DVD

52 shades of red: This is the featured routine shin uses in his professional stage act. It is the cleanest possible color changing 

deck ever conceived. Imagine showing every single Blue Card in the deck. Next, you turn the cards over and show the pips of 

every single card. On your command the deck changes from blue into red. You turn once again to show the face of every single 

card is now blank. (A live performance of 52 shades of red was recorded in Beijing China and is shown on the DVD.) This act 

alone is worth the price of the DVD package.

Color changing box: possibly one of the cleanest color changing box effects ever. The audience sees all sides of a blue box. 

And with just a wave or toss (whichever you prefer) the card box changes into a red box of playing cards. Again, you can show 

every single side of the box cleanly.

Impossible card vanish/color change: The title explains it all. Imagine cleanly showing two jokers and an ace of hearts. The 

spectators can also examine the cards if you want them to. You then place the ace in between the two jokers and in a split 

second the ace vanishes cleanly in between the 2 jokers. You can show all sides of the jokers. Shin teaches you how to use the 

same gimmick in order to perform one of the cleanest color changes anyone can perform.

Bonus section: Imagine showing 4 aces that are blue backed. With just a wave, they turn into 4 kings that are red backed. 

Also included in the DVD shin teaches you how to vanish an entire pack of cards in an extremely clean manner.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3882

9059 Shin Lim : 52 Shades of red ( volume 2 ) DVD

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3882

9060 Mickael Chatelain : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

Mental Parano

An incredible prediction under impossible conditions.

Painting Card

Change the color of any signed card!

Bill Flash Card

A visual transformation of a bank note into the spectator's playing card!

Hole

Impossibly pass solid through solid in the spectators’ hands.

The Lane

A simple self-sticking label finds a freely selected card.

In Air

One of the fastest changes in the world! Four cards are transformed into four others in plain sight.

Exit

Here is a brand-new version of the Ambitious Card! Rather than leap to the top of the deck, the card is discovered under the 

cellophane of the card case!

Escape

The Ambitious Card, reworked by Mickael. A version that will surely fool you.

Rewind

A chosen card is torn into four pieces in front of the spectator. The pieces melt together in full view!

Cello

Easily cause any coin to pass through any cellophane.

Ink

Drawings on your card box VISUALLY morph. Shocking and surreal

Watcher

Know which card was removed from a deck in less than 5 seconds!

Zig-Zag Card

A unique take on a classic effect.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3627

9061 Insua Marcelo ( Mr. Tango ) : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

An ingenious system called Unmemorized Deck that allows you to perform memorized deck effects without any effort.

His version of the classical “out of this world” effect.

His handling and effects using his "Mind Writer" boon device. (A must for any mentalist)

A version of Alan Shaxon’s Confabulation routine called "Shared Dreams".

Routines using the Tango Ultimate Reel.

A chop cup routine using regular glasses as well as his method to load the fruits, great for any “cup”routine.

He'll also be sharing a gem directly from his current close up act... his new version of Any Card At Any Number.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3675

9062 Matthew Johnson : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

Any Card at Any Number: Matthew’s new streamlined version with just 2 decks & instant reset.

The Gum Thing: A piece of gum is popped out of a gum packet, chewed and then goes back in time to appear, sealed back in 

the gum packet.

Black I: A card is chosen and signed and lost in the deck. A large black letter I is drawn on the back of the top card of the deck. 

The I vanishes, travels down into the deck and appears on the signed selection (instant reset).

Sweet: Mentalism with four borrowed sugar packets (instant reset/no prep required).

Knife A King: Hilarious find a card revelation. This one is X-Rated because of the language used. Really cool little bit for 

nightclub and bar audience but it does use strong language.

Improved Vanishing Card Case: Great card case vanish. Gimmick does have to be constructed, but once made will last 

forever (instant reset).

The Naked Mind Reading Magician: Mentalism card revelation. Funny & a little risque, but no suggestive language use

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3680

9063 Danny Archer : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

Big Bill

Archer’s routine and handling of the classic Bank Night plot.

Balls

A stand-up sleight of hand effect with a small rubber ball. It appears, vanishes, and changes color in a magical, fast paced 

routine.

Animental

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3882
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3882
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3627
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3675
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3680
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YZWo6EJlKJs


Four spectators are asked to mentally select and remember an animal. With no monkey business or horsin' around, the 

magician correctly reveals all four mental selections!

Pick a Coin... Any Coin...

From a small bag filled with change, the spectator selects a coin, initials it and returns it to the bag. Using his incredible sense 

of touch, the magician finds the coin.

Eye Exam

It's two... two... two tricks in one. You can perform it as a card revelation or a packet trick. Either way, it will knock them for a 

loop when the backs vanish and there are Eye Charts in its place.

Drawn Again

Duplicate a spectator’s drawing using nothing more than some business cards and a pen.

Olympic Aces

Four selections fly from the deck and appear in four different pockets… instantly they return.

Dye and Dye Again

A red silk is passed through the hand and changes color. New touches on a classic effect.

That’s Nuts!

A chop-cup style routine, done with a jigger, cherries and a funny final load.

Sneak Preview

The performer divines the name of a mentally chosen movie. It’s Oscar time.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3696

9064 Allan Ackerman : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

Moves

The HP Add-on

The HP Center Load

The FANcy Pass

The A.I. Move

The HP Bottom Palm

The Oops Addition

Thirty Minute Memorized Deck & Bonus Cull

M & H Multiple Shift

Tweaking the Veeser

Bluff Shift

The Cliff Green Add-on

The Burnable Bottom deal

OPOS Count

Fingertip Rhythm

The Simulated Double Undercut

Ultimate Gesture Cut

Routines

Technicolor Splits

The Splits

A Cull for RB

An Invisible Card

Another Ride on Mass Transit

Predetermined Cutting

Impromptu Predetermined Cutting

Searching for a Thought

Impromptu Searching for a Thought

Another Interlaced Vanish

Never Ending Elevator

Royal Marriage Trilogy

Technicolor Progressive

Isolating the General

The World's Greatest Card Cheat

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3747

9065 Simon Lovell : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

Fingered 3

An amazing card transpo that happens in the spectators hand

Packed Wallet

Not only a card to wallet, but also a DECK to wallet!

Namer

Change the color of the back of a SIGNED card.

Nightmare Deck 

A very silly joke deck.

Pen Through Tongue 

Exactly what it sounds like!

Smedley The Great

Simon uses his pet lizard to find a chosen card!

Another Departed Point 

Simon's clever version of the Elmsley plot.

Heartless

An ambitious card routine with an amazing ending where the center of each card vanishes.

Lemming Ace Exchange

Simon's play on the Roy Walton plot.

Wobbly Wombat

A multiple selection routine ending with all the cards in your wallet.

Blues Sisters

A surprise routine created with Dan Harlan!

Four-Play 

A cool card revelation where the card ends up with its mates.

Star Trick

A very interesting version of the aeroplane effect with a deck of cards!

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3724

9066 Peter Eggink : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

Nothing (Peter's OPENER)

A lot of magic in a very short time with NO cards.

Card Transpo

A Signed card transposition that takes place in-between the spectator’s hands.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3696
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3747
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3724


ACR

Peter's take on the Ambitious card routine.

Copy Cash 

Turn a blank piece of paper into a photocopy and then into a real bill.

Ace Oddity

A reality twisting Ace Assembly effect.

Ghost-Tag

A card is revealed in a photo, sealed inside a Key fob.

Endeavour

A signed card visually rises from the bottom to the top of a deck.

The Hole 

An organic moving hole effect.

Meltchange 

A super visual color change.

Flightcase 

A stunning signed card to card case.

Mintalist 

An astonishing prediction effect that uses tic-tacs.

B-Sandwiched

A visual sandwich effect where a random card visually changes into the spectator's signed card.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3762

9067 Michael Vincent : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

Card Handling

The Vincent Touch

The Control

Finger Break – Crimping - Imperceptible Controls

The Double Lift & Turnover

Combination Lift

The Palm

Right and Left Hand, Top Bottom and Middle of The Deck including his favorite Palm, "The Rear Palm".

The Top Change

The False Shuffle

In The Hands and On The Table: Vincent on The Zarrow Shuffle and some combination False Cuts.

The Art of Culling

Essential Learning.

Effects

Intuition Speller

A simple spelling routine that is completely impromptu… this is one that you WILL use.

Kismet

Victor Farellie's up The Sleeve

The Two Card Monte

Harry Lorayne's Foursome and 4PLAY WITH Foursome

Remember & Forget

A Hofzinser classic

Pasteboard Larceny 

The Poker Stack

4 Aces over 7 seven hands with a borrowed deck

Part Two:

Classic Magic of Michael Vincent

The Power of Faith for the 21st Century

Match Made in Heaven

A New Twist on Twisting the Aces - Stand-up

Merlot Aces - Thanks to John G

Part Three:

Reflections on Vernon’s Travelers

The Quest for Mastery - 7 Steps - The Final Conversation

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3953

9068 John Gelasi : Card Creations ( volume 1 ) DVD

OFF-TEMPO ACES: Four blacks change places with the four aces, all leading up to a kicker ending that nobody will see 

coming!

TOP BILLING: The magician produces the three mates to a selected card in three unique, spectacular ways. Easy to do, but a 

real crowd-pleaser.

DEFECTIVE: A direct and simple transposition effect with a fun, unique presentation.

NEAR-SIGHTED JACK SANDWHICH: A killer double sandwich routine using the two one-eyed jacks, but with a little difficulty. 

Eventually, the other two jacks make a surprise appearance.

DALEY PLUS 2: An updated handling of John's February 2012 Genii magazine effect. Dr. Daley's classic plot with the four 

kings, two selections, and an incredibly impossible card-in-box ending.

HOLD UP: John's version of the famous "Ambitious Classic"; Ace, 2, 3, and 4 of spades rise to the top of the packet (even 

visually!). At the end, the ace vanishes and reappears in an impossible location.

THIS MIGHT BE A PROBLEM: A unique and different approach to the Hofzinser Ace Problem with no forcing or peeks of the 

selection (honest!).

OIL, WATER AND PROM: Three red cards and three black cards are used for a four phase routine full of visual, spectator-

engaging magic; fun O & W routine that you'll love doing.

YES, WE CAAN: A super easy yet extremely effective new spin on the "card at any number" plot using an old principle; I think 

you'll really like this one.

SPACE MOUNTAIN: Tons of magic in this multi-phased routine using only four cards - cards transpose, rise, twist, change, 

and more

9069 John Gelasi : Card Creations ( volume 2 ) DVD

SCATTERBRAIN: "B'wave" meets "King Thing"! A selected ace appears in a packet of jokers, and the other three aces 

"scatter" to various locations (the card case, etc.).

THE GHOST TALKS: A mentalism-style spirit slate routine, but using playing cards. A neat change of pace that fits nicely into 

any card set. J.G. MONTE: John's impromptu 3 card monte routine; lots of magic and surprises in multiple phases in this 

classic con where you just can't win.

HOF WITH A TWIST, AGAIN: Four kings and a selected card. The king of the same suit as the selection reverses multiple 

times, then switches places with the selection in the spectator's hands!

ESTIMATION: A demonstration of estimation and magic with a deck of cards leads to finding the aces one-by-one with the help 

of a spectator.

RE-PRODUCTION + FOURTH FLOOR: An easy and extremely magical way to produce the kings and aces. The two sets of 

cards are then used for a fun elevator routine full of magical moments, inspired by Nick Trost.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3762
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3953


DOT DOT DOT: A card merely "created" by a spectator rises to the top of the deck with no funny moves whatsoever; a real 

fooler using a brilliant principal.

SELFSAME: Inspired by "Dupes" by Cameron Francis; using four cards, the magician locates the spectator's selection, causes 

the cards to have backs on both sides, change into jokers, then finally, change into four of a kind. Phew!

BIG MISTAKE: Fun, quirky magic with three jokers and a king; lots of magic in just a few cards!

A.P. ASSEMBLY: An implicit new approach to the classic assembly with a unique second phase in which one card travels 

between the deck, the packet, and the indifferent card

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S15771

9070 Wayne Dobson : Pocket Money DVD

This routine is a typical piece of genius, from Wayne Dobson. Its simple, direct, mind-blowing magic.

Although Pocket Money is a complete set of five coins, The new handling allows you to change up to 4 of the coins, to any you 

wish from any country, so this is truly a global effect that makes sense in EVERY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD.

The gimmick is made by our in house coin expert. It is extra powerful to make sure the gimmick engages every time.

Wayne Dobson has created countless pieces over magic over the last few decades. Many of these effects I have been involved 

in producing for the magic fraternity. Pocket Money might just be his best close up trick ever.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3877

9071 Mark Elsdon : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

Close-Up

Balance

The perfect opener, super-visual fooling magic that sets the bar high.

Pre-pre-figuartion

A practical, any-deck, any-time, on-the-fly four card coincidence. A Bill Goodwin favorite!

No Way! Two-way

An impossible prediction that WILL fool you.

The Inevitable

This is the trick that Mark uses to close every private party. Paul Vigil said: "One of the strongest and most clever uses of The 

Invisible Deck I've ever witnessed. It went directly into my performance repertoire."

Bring Me The Head Of A Packet Trick The only packet trick Mark does. Created in collaboration with Guy Hollingworth, this 

nevertheless is not that hard to do!

Mentalism

Rubik Remembered

The full work on Mark's incredible blind-folded Rubik Cube solve, the closer in his stand-up show.

Rubik Predicted

A great pocket trick for when you don't have a Cube with you.

Whacked!

A worker of a book test, that can be done with ANY book. Perfect for cabaret/stand-up.

Memorisation

Memorise a shuffled deck, and a participants voice patterns in under 10 seconds. Clean, direct mentalism.

Kings Divine

Straight mind-reading with playing cards. Not all mentalists like this kind of thing, but all audiences do!

Equivoque

Chocaholic

Mark gets to eat his favorite chocolate bar, and no one can stop him!

Tri-mpromptu

A perfect anytime, anywhere triple prediction using whatever is to hand... and some cunning linguistics.

Celebrtity ME

The perfect way to hand out your business card.

Background and suggested reading. Theoretical basis plus practical approach. Tips for learning to become an expert.

Six killer mentalism effects that you can perform anytime, anyplace and without any props! These effects and more have been 

designed with one outcome in mind – to amaze whoever you are talking to without the aid of any gadgets, gizmos or gimmicks.

Plus practical tips on how to make yourself much more memorable, opinion about why most mentalism is so terrible (and what 

to do about it!), a bona fide unpublished Peter Kane trick and 6 tools that WILL make you more creative. AND, against better 

advice, he will explain how several of his marketed effects are done!

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3973

9072 Prof.Benjamin Arthur  : MATHeMAGICS DVD

http://www.math.hmc.edu/~benjamin/mathemagics/store.html

9073 Looch : Retina DVD

Ask someone to IMAGINE ANYTHING and secretly draw it.

2. Looking deep into their eyes, you REVEAL THEIR THOUGHT EXACTLY.

PLUS, with Looch's expert tips you will learn ways to reveal personal information along with their thoughts, turning a "trick" into a 

MIRACLE.

PROFESSIONALS: Included on Retina are POWERFUL audience tested routines used by Looch at paid gigs every day. Looch 

included methods for every imaginable performance situation.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4262

9074 Marc Salem : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

You'll learn proper Swami techniques that you can use whether you're clumsy or dexterous.

Learn to use the weather map page of the USA Today to predict what weather condition someone will think of.

Marc will show you how to predict an item, chosen and priced by the audience, with a machine PRINTED receipt, yet you don't 

need to carry a printer.

He'll also reveal the easiest, but most confounding, Bank Night ever and... it uses NO GIMMICKS.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S15771
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3877
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3973
http://www.math.hmc.edu/~benjamin/mathemagics/store.html
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4262
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5j_plS9M6M
http://www.ted.com/talks/arthur_benjamin_does_mathemagic
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qa4PH8HV5Vs


Plus he'll share some very bad puns and a surprise or two.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4199

9075 Shin Lim : The Switch DVD

De l'esprit créatif de Shin Lim : The Switch est le moyen le plus propre pour passer d’une carte pliée " prédiction " à la carte 

signée des spectateurs.

Imaginez vous que vous placez une carte prédiction sur une table, dans la main d’un spectateur, dans une boîte transparente, 

etc ...

Cela se fait à la vue du public, vous invitez un autre spectateur à sélectionner une carte au hasard, de la signer, et de la 

remettre dans le jeu.

Le spectateur est invité à ouvrir ses mains, la prédiction n’est autre que la carte signé !

The Switch est la manière la plus propre pour passer d'une carte à l’autre, car il n'y a pas de boîte, pas d'enveloppe, rien !

http://www.paris-magic.com/magasin-magie-paris-magic-dvd-shin-lim-the-switch-dvd-gimmick-en-stock.htm

9076 Jon Armstrong : Things I Would Rather Keep to Myself DVD

9077 Jason England : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

Aces to Order

A method for cutting to the Aces in any order you wish - including an order chosen by your spectators. It looks like you're really 

cutting to the Aces because you really are cutting to the Aces!

Conning Caveney

A unbelievable demonstration of skill with a riffle shuffle. A group of widely separated cards are controlled and stacked for a 

game of poker with only a single shuffle. After the shuffle the spectators could deal if they wanted to, because the cards really 

have been stacked to fall in the proper places.

Marlo-Gardner

A quick gambling expose that Jason has used countless times to blow away his audiences.

He'll also teach work on the Zarrow Shuffle, all in depth work on Bottoms Deals, Center Deals, 2nd Deals and even 3rd deals 

and MUCH more.

Because he's known for doing the tough moves with cards, he'll spend some quality time helping you with your technique 

issues.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3985

9078 Joe Monti : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

Joe Monti is a funny, engaging and highly-skilled performer who knows how to make magic entertaining and commercial. His 

tricks are fast-paced, visual and deceptive. He truly loves magic and is enthusiastic about sharing it with others.

He's going to share some of the best-kept secrets in card and coin magic and talk about his experiences in all facets of 

professional magic entertainment... close-up, stage, and television. He's done it all.

Joe's set list will consist of unpublished card and coin material and his variations of effects from the likes of Derek Dingle, David 

Roth, Darwin Ortiz, Ed Marlo, Gene Maze and a host of others.

He'll show you hidden gems that were taught directly to him by some of the masters of our art.

Joe works fast and fun so this event promises to have a ton of magic jammed in for us all to learn and enjoy.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4032

9079 Wayne Dobson : Javelin DVD

Wayne Dobson’s Javelin is one seriously clever deck for the mentalist/Mind reader. Whether you are a close-up worker or 

stage performer, hobbyist or pro you will love ‘Javelin’

Imagine a tossed deck that can be examined and shuffled, A tossed deck that works equally good close-up as it does on stage. 

A tossed deck that allows you to name the exact card each spectator is thinking of 

http://www.alakazam.co.uk/product-Javelin-By-Wayne-Dobson.html

9080 Arkimanis Perseus : Card Cube DVD

9081 Arkimanis Perseus : Lightspeed DVD

9082 Patrick Redford : Ninja Tossed Out Deck DVD

"If you want to tell people what cards they're thinking of under the most strict looking conditions... you need the Ninja Tossed-

Out Deck System." - Patrick G Redford

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S17450

9083 Paul Gertner : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

Paul’s lecture will be selected from the following routines:

Cups and Balls Performance Tips

Invisible Final Loads

That’s Ridiculous

Paul’s New Trade Show Opener

Poker Face

Be Honest What is it?

The Flick Switch

Ideas from “What I Wish I Knew in 72.”

16 Tip How to Build a Career that won’t Disappear.

Bite Me

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4199
http://www.paris-magic.com/magasin-magie-paris-magic-dvd-shin-lim-the-switch-dvd-gimmick-en-stock.htm
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3985
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4032
http://www.alakazam.co.uk/product-Javelin-By-Wayne-Dobson.html
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S17450
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Df1GHW60tuw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4MaMCFu0zik


The Library Card

Animal Magnetism

The Classic Force

The Top Change

The One Handed Top Palm

Photo Copy

Unshuffled

Eight to Twelve/Fecher

Heartbreaker

The Generic Cards

Plus a surprise or two!

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3998

9084 Tv Chine : Happy 100 Big Magic  ( volume 1 - 2 ) DVD

Mai Jie (Tie Manipulation), Wang Xi Wen (Cards, Canes and Parasols), Richard Mo (Judge), Han Ya Xu (Close Up, Cards), 

Zhang Guo Zhou (Close Up, Coins), Li Ya Feng (Cabaret - Silks and Rings), Xu Qing (Parlour), Huang Zhi Hui (Close Up - 

Cards)

Tony (Close Up - Cards), Wu Guo Hua (Close Up - T&R Card), Wu Wei Qiang (Close Up - Broach, Cards), Lee Su Yang 

(Close Up - Cards)

9085 Tv Chine : Happy 100 Big Magic  ( volume 3 ) DVD

Bao Wu Min (manipulation), Zhu Yue Peng (Classic Magic), Todd (Cigarettes Magic), Guo Xun Jie (Coins, Coin Matrix)

9086 Tv Chine : Happy 100 Big Magic  ( volume 4 ) DVD

Richard Mo (Torn and Restored Card), Guo Xun Jie (Billiard Balls Manipulation), Zhang Guo Zhou (Coins and Cups), Wu Guo 

Hua (Close Up - Cards), Lee Sun Yang (Parasols), Guo Xun Jie (Mentalism, Cards)

9087 Tv Chine : Happy 100 Big Magic  ( volume 5 - 6 ) DVD

Guo Xun Jie (Micropsychic, shadows rose), Zhang Ting Wei (Cabaret), Lee Su Yang (Close Up - Cards), Poker (Parasols, 

Silks and Cards Manipulation)

Mai Jie (Classic Magic Manipulation), Wu Cheng Rong (Cards, Doves), Zhang Guo Zhou (Coin Matrix), Zhong Nian En 

(Painting Magic)

9088 Tv Chine : Happy 100 Big Magic  ( volume 7 - 8 ) DVD

Guo Xun Jie (Stage), Zhang Ting Wei (Rope Magic), Zhang Guo Zhou (Close Up - Cards), Poker (Fire, Candles, Canes and 

Silks), Zhong Nian En (Close Up - Cards)

Wang Xun Wei (Manipulation), Hu Jin Li (Parasols, Silks), Han Hai (Close Up - Cards), Peng De Ming (Manipulation - Canes 

and Cards)

9089 Tv Chine : Happy 100 Big Magic  ( volume 9 ) DVD

Dan Zi (Cups and Balls), Li Zhong Bao (Square Circle production tubes), Bai Yun Ya (Colour Changing Masks), Richard Ho 

(Close Up - Cards)

9090 Tv Chine : Happy 100 Big Magic  ( volume 10 ) DVD

Peter Marvey (Judge, Card Trick), Tina Lenert (Linking Rings), Wang Xun Wei (Cabaret), Mark (Billiard Ball Manipulation), Dan 

Zi (Close Up)

9091 Tv Chine : Happy 100 Big Magic  ( volume 11 - 12 ) DVD

Peter Marvey (Judge), Wang Xi Wen (Manipulation - Billiard Balls), Tony (Children's Magic), En Xu Zhu He (Parasols), Bai Yun 

Ya (Bottles), Lee Xing Qi (Close Up - Coins)

Wang Xi Wei (Card Manipulation), Mark (Bowling Ball from Sketch, D-Lite), Peng De Ming (Thimbles), Lee Xing Qi (Dancing 

Cane, rods through body), Wang Xi Wen (Linking Rings), Tony (Close Up), En Xu Group (Illusion - Painting to Life), Bai Yun Ya 

(Grand Illusion - Cage Appearance)

9092 Tv Chine : Happy 100 Big Magic  ( volume 13 ) DVD

Wang Xi Wei (Manipulation - Canes, Silks, Cards), Peng De Ming (Manipulation - Cards, Thimbles), En Xu Group (Linking 

Rings, Rings on Silk Duo), Mark (Canes, Cards), Lee Xing Qi (Manipulation - Canes, Candles, Doves)

9093 Tv Chine : Happy 100 Big Magic  ( volume 14  ) DVD

Jorgos (Stage - Weighing Scales), Omar Pashir (Black Art), Jeff Mcbride (Masks, Rice Bowls and Cards)

9094 Tv Chine : The Magic Ring  ( volume 1 ) DVD

Louis Yan (Appearance from smoke tube, the cardboard box), Yukai Hui (Money, money) Luole Cong (the ring is my 

best) Wupei Long (Flower DANCER) leaves lookout (˙ magic poker hand), Chen Ze right (Wan sword through body), Hukai Lun 

, Koni Lui (glass bottles Kiss)

9095 Tv Chine : The Magic Ring  ( volume 2 ) DVD

Woo Chia-Wei (disappearance of the ring) The Legend(love magic) High Tim Yu (Fairview CLS) Chen Bo diagram(balloon 

Rhapsody), Hukai Lun (invisible courier), Tam Quan (paper dance dancing)

9096 Tv Chine : The Magic Ring  ( volume 3 ) DVD

Qiu Yujie (Magic classroom) Hong Xinglong (dance card filled) Zhang Guozhou (Tea Time) Chan Yiu Kwong (read magical 

force), Hukai Lun (Dancing Cane)

9097 Tv Chine : The Magic Ring  ( volume 4 ) DVD

Zhou Shijie (one hundred law Variety) Ye Jian Yang("ring" my excellent) Wong Chi Fai (funny confuse rope)Chen Zhijian (God 

the cards did not), Hukai Lun (People look for it)

9098 Tv Chine : The Magic Ring  ( volume 5 ) DVD

Mirko (dream time), Jose Antonio (bottles surprisingly) Michael Carolina(Touch this he move) Lize Bang (Cherish find balls) Li 

Haofeng (Toy coins)

9099 Tv Chine : The Magic Ring  ( volume 6 ) DVD

Zheng Jiaxi (of bird spectacle) Lin Jun Yue (for the love of a change of heart) Zhou Jingtao (mysteries)Easy Eikan (heart has 

informed)

9100 Tv Chine : The Magic Ring  ( volume 7 ) DVD

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/3998


Zhengyu Kang (face-changing) Yangshan Yao (wonderful appointments) Wang Xiwen (Magic Ring) Li Xiaoyang (Wife Magic)

9101 Tv Chine : The Magic Ring  ( volume 8 ) DVD

Qiu Qing in (magic lamp Symphony) Chen Po Hung (Magic Fun Park) Zheng Yaobang ("fly" always love letter)Zhuzhu 

Hua (poker prophecy)

9102 Tv Chine : The Magic Ring  ( volume 9 ) DVD

Wenzhong Zheng (cup warmth) Pingmeng Cheng (read incredible force) Panhao Ting ("bat" Star Magic) Hou Di(red and grace)

9103 Tv Chine : The Magic Ring  ( volume 10 ) DVD

Jeremy Pei (magic jubilation), Harry Wong (joy of playing cards), Cai Lin (umbrella dance wind transit) Zhuyue 

Peng(magnificent brilliance) Stuart Zhiyi (wonderful sense of Poker) Chen Yi-yu (Symphony "dish" shadow)

9104 Tv Chine : The Magic Ring  ( volume 11 ) DVD

James Myers (breakdance's Road) Ruanjing Min (magic cafe) Wang Yuxiang (Magic Cards) Chen Zhao Rong (flower position 

Phantom)

9105 Tv Chine : The Magic Ring  ( volume 12 Combination Race  ) DVD

Mrs Incredible, Magic Carnival, Magic Trio, Tiamet River

9106 Tv Chine : The Magic Ring  ( volume 13 The Final Compétition ) DVD

Maijie (Dream Umbrella Soul), Wang Yu Xiang (A Rose with Love), Chen Po Hung (Parasols), Lize Bang (Snow), Zhang Guo 

Zhou (Close Up - Coins)

9107 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 1 ) DVD

Fu Qiang (Spooked by Nick Einhorn, 4 Card Oil and Water, Blank paper to 100 Yuan, 100 Yuan to credit card, money from 

empty box), Charm 4 Group (Bicycle Acrobatics, Diminishing and increasing milk), Fang Zheng Yong (Changing Card, Bowls 

and Balls, Penetrating Cube through blades, Rising Card), Zhang Guo Zhong (Professor's Nightmare, Travelling Knot, Colour 

Changing Deck, McDonald's Aces)

9108 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 2 ) DVD

Li Xue Yi (Coin Matrix, Misled, Professor's Nightmare, Rope Routine) and various magicians

9109 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 3 ) DVD

Appearing fish in tank

9110 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 4 ) DVD

Misled, Chinese coin transpo

9111 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 5 ) DVD

Mahjong pieces and rice, Haunted Key

9112 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 6 ) DVD

Linking Rings , String through nose

9113 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 7 ) DVD

Small linking ring, green bowls and red seeds

9114 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 8 ) DVD

Linking chain, levitating spectator on chair

9115 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 9 - 10 ) DVD

Sands of Egypt, Production tubes

Kids linking rings, chinese sticks

9116 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 11 ) DVD

Seeds and bowls, Ribbon trick

9117 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 12 ) DVD

Aces and kings, bending fork

9118 Tv  Chine : Magic Charm ( volume 1 ) DVD

9119 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 13 ) DVD

Seed from eye, metal bowls and balls

9120 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 14 ) DVD

Credit card to dollar bills, rope trick

9121 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 15 ) DVD

Mouse to rabbit, death saw

9122 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 16 - 17 ) DVD

Linking coat hangers, raw to cooked chicken

Zombie ball routine, vanishing cigarette, vanishing coin under glass

9123 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 18 ) DVD

Skewer through tongue, sawing a lady in half, linking cigarettes, industrial revelation, nail up the nose

9124 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 19 ) DVD

Hans Klok's metamorphosis, spike box, Gypsy rope tie

9125 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 20 ) DVD

Balancing glasses and flowers on metal pole, Andre Kole's Head Mover, Clear box metamorphosis



9126 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 21 - 22 ) DVD

Kid's colour changing water, magic colouring book, fan, change bag, self illuminating light box

10 of diamond prediction card

9127 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 23 ) DVD

Box with 4 letters, sword box

9128 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 24 ) DVD

Silk through mirror, rabbit from production tube, rope trick

9129 Tv Chine : The Magic Road ( volume 25 ) DVD

Lady dancing, presto printo on 10 of spades, lady manipulation, parasol card and silks

9130 Matthieu Bich : Rainbow Connection DVD

Gardé secrètement pendant plus de 12 ans, Rainbow connection est rapide visuel et facile à faire

Il a été spécialement conçu pour conditionner et placer vos spectateurs dans un état favorable à regarder de la magie… 

http://www.mathieubich.com/site/FR/TRICKS/Rainbow_FR.html

9131 Gaetan Bloom : The Intercessor 2.0 DVD

C'est l'arme la plus redoutable qui existe pour réaliser une multitudes de routines de cartes exeptionnelles.

Grâce à " The intercessor " vous allez réaliser des miracles et le mot est faible.

Faites choisir une carte à un spectateur puis demandez lui de la signer.

Une fois effectué, reprenez la carte et déchirez un coin de cette dernière que vous confiez au spectateur.

Faites disparaître ou brûler le reste de la carte.

Vous allez pourtant retrouver le reste de la carte dans un endroit impossible ( enveloppe scellée, portefeuille, citron, pomme, 

bloc de glace, etc...

http://www.paris-magic.com/magasin-magie-paris-magic-gaetan-bloom-luis-matos-the-intercessor-2-0-dvd-and-gimmick.htm

9132 Roger Curzon : Blood on he tricks ( volume 2 disc 1 ) DVD

9133 Roger Curzon : Blood on he tricks ( volume 2 disc 2 ) 
Cutting the Kings

A remarkable way of cutting to the kings when the cards are thoroughly shuffled in a topsy-turvey fashion some face up and 

some face down with a triple surprise finish!

Rise Rise Rise

This trick is worth the price of the DVD alone and was a hit at the Blackpool Magic Convention 2011 it fooled every magician 

that watched us demo it! A chosen card is placed in the deck and a coin is signed and placed on a face up deck on an 

indifferent card. The deck is covered by the hands for a split second and instantly the card underneath the coin changes to the 

selected card. This also has a surpise finish!

Curzons Convincing Control

A really useful and clever way to control a card to the bottom of the deck while convincing the spectator that it has definitely 

gone in the center as they push the card in themselves!

Surprise Aces

A super routine whereby a chosen card multiplys itself four times and then all four cards instantly change to the four aces!

Variations Variant

Another great ace routine where a chosen card vanishes from the specatators own hands while also being trapped by the four 

aces only to reappear in the deck reversed!

Joker Sandwich

A card is taken out of the a red pack as a prediction which is sandwiched in between two blue backed Jokers. A spectator 

names ANY card only to find it is the one between the jokers!

Second Deal

Roger explains his amazing second deal in detail!

Pseudo Center Deal Routine

Roger explains how to apparently deal the aces from the center of the pack! If you want to do gambling exposes then you must 

learn this, you will love it!

Deck Reverse Supreme

Most people think that magicians sometimes reverse one card in a deck but Roger proves that actually a deck actually reverses 

itself around a card! This is really visual!

Coincidence in Millions

8 cards used, numbered Ace through to Eight. The spectator puts the cards into a random order. Roger then takes a calculator 

and asks spectator 1 to type in any 6 digit number and then askes spectator 2 to multiply it by any 4 digit number they think of. 

When the number is read out it matches the order the cards are in! Literally a coincidence in millions!

Wipe Out Queens Routine

A beautiful and complete routine where Roger finds the queens in some amazingly novel ways! A routine worth learning! (Ed - 

we use this trick all the time and the spectators just love it!)

Erdnase/ Miller Colour Change

You may have seen magicians change a card by swiping their hands over a deck, Roger shows you how to change two cards 

at the same time... just beautiful to watch!

Vernon's Cutting the Aces

Roger's handling a great gambling classic of magic!

Thanks to Vernon 4 Ace Production

A super visual way to cut to the aces from a shuffled deck in an incredibly fast four way split!

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S13414

9134 Richard Turner : Private record in France DVD

http://www.mathieubich.com/site/FR/TRICKS/Rainbow_FR.html
http://www.paris-magic.com/magasin-magie-paris-magic-gaetan-bloom-luis-matos-the-intercessor-2-0-dvd-and-gimmick.htm
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/S13414
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUt5MZC4JSs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKiuJUXsKj0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FalY98tfJrQ


9135 Chris Randall : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

7 Digits

The greatest trick ever to get a girl's phone number!

Swoosh

A simple and natural deck switch

Scandal Switch

The ultimate solution for your linking ring routine. Only two rings are used and both are examined. This is the center piece of 

Chris' award winning act. If you hate the rings then you will love this and if you love the rings then you will be in Heaven.

Heavens Aces

4 jokers are produced at the finger tips and then instantly change to 4 aces in a very visual way.

The Inception

The history of the Bill in Lemon from Jarrow to Chris.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4065

9136 Leo Smetters : 3 shell game deluxe DVD

Leos 3 shell game is a labour of love to manufacture and our first batch is limited to 100 units. We are not sure when and if we 

will be able to get more. So get your hands on a set now!

http://www.alakazam.co.uk/product-3-Shell-Game-Delux-By-Leo-Smetsers.html

9137 Jason England : Single card straddle pass ( Théory 11 ) DVD

When properly executed, the Single Card Straddle Pass is completely invisible to the naked eye. In addition to making this 

move unseen, Jason covers a variety of applications for both magic and gambling demonstrations so you can use it to custom 

fit your own performances.

Jason teaches how to control a single card to the bottom (or near the bottom) of the deck. Furthermore, he covers the control 

of a group of cards in a single location and as a group in different locations of the deck. If that wasn't enough, Jason provides 

the control of multiple spectator selections for magic applications.

The One-Card Middle Pass has been in Jason's repertoire for more than a decade - for good reason. What are you waiting 

for? Step inside and learn yet another powerful utility sleight from Jason England himself.

https://store.theory11.com/products/single-card-straddle-pass

9138 Tv England : Breaking Magic Season ( volume 1 - 2 ) DVD

9139 Tv England : Breaking Magic Season ( volume 3 - 4 ) 

9140 Tv England : Breaking Magic Season ( volume 5 - 6 ) 

9141 Tv England : Breaking Magic Season ( volume 7 - 8 ) 

9142 The Magic Hand Convention 1979 DVD

HANS MORETTI  ESCAPE FROM FL;AMING ROPE HUNG FROM HELICOPTER

9143 The Magic Hand Convention 1980 DVD

PIERRE BRAHMA 

ALI BONGO  

9144 The Magic Hand Convention 1981 DVD

FLIP  

MARK CHRISTIANER  

DAVIDO  

RICHARD ROSS  

9145 The Magic Hand Convention 1982 DVD

MANFRED THUMM  

VITO LUPO  

HANS MORETTI & HELGA  

9146 The Magic Hand Convention 1983 DVD

DAVIDO  

MANFRED THUMM  

TOPPER MARTYN  

9147 The Magic Hand Convention 1984 DVD

ELEPHANT  

MANFRED THUMM  

FINN JON 

9148 The Magic Hand Convention 1985 DVD

MANFRED THUMM  

DAI VERNON, BILL & IRENE LARSEN ATTENDED  

9149 The Magic Hand Convention 1986 DVD

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4065
http://www.alakazam.co.uk/product-3-Shell-Game-Delux-By-Leo-Smetsers.html
https://store.theory11.com/products/single-card-straddle-pass
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hxyf_7yEmaQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nOsrb6v5w40


MANFRED THUMM 

JOED ET JILL  

SHIMADA  

FUKAI 

9150 Tv Allemande : Zauber der Magie FISM 1973 ( volume 1 ) DVD

ZAUBER  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

SHIMADA  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

ALI BONGO  (2)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

JEAN REGIL  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

PAN ZERO  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

FRED KAPS  (2)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

LEE EDWARDS  (4)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

TOPPER MARTYN  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

RICHARD ROSS  (2)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

PETER GLOVICZKI  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

DICK ZIMMERMAN  (2)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

GAIL  (2)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

JOHNNY LONN  (3)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

ALAN GANYOR  (2)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

TORENO  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

SWINTON  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

DR BALLESTER  (2)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

KALOU HATTA  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

NOP & CIRS (2)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

JONERO  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

SILVAN  (2)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

CORNELL & MONIQUE  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

DINARDI  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

PETER KREJCIK  (PETRA)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

MAXIM  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

SWADLING  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

MONSIEUR COX  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

PROEMPER  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

TEGGE  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

JIMS PELY  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

MAMEA  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 1

9151 Tv Allemande : Zauber der Magie FISM 1973 ( volume 2 ) DVD

DICK ZIMMERMAN  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

TORENO  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

DR BALLESTER  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

ALPHA  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

DINARDI  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

SHIMADA  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

ANYKO  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

JEAN REGIL  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

WAYNE THE WIZARD  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

DIANA  (2)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

PETER PRESTI  "FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

GAIL  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

SWITON  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

LEE EDWARDS  (2)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

GEOFFERY ATKINS  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

SWADLING  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

MAXIM  (2)  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

JOHNNY LONN  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

FRED KAPS  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

SCARAMOUCHE  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

CARLO  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

GER COPPER  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

LORGIA  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

KAZOU HATTA  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

NOR & CIRS  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

FIGARO  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

TOPPER MARTYN  FISM 1973  ZAUBER DER MAGIE 2

9152 Tv England : Michael Parkinson Show 1970  ( Fred Kaps , Ricky Jay , Richiardi ) DVD

FRED KAPS  MICHAEL PARKINSON SHOW  ENGLAND 1970

RICKY JAY  MICHAEL PARKINSON SHOW  ENGLAND 1970

RICHIARDI  MICHAEL PARKINSON SHOW  ENGLAND 1970

9153 The Magic Circle : Young magician of th year 2013 DVD

NOEL BRITTON  MC  YOUNG MAGICIAN OF THE YEAR 2013  THE MAGIC CIRCLE

JAMES LONGCAKE  OUNG MAGICIAN OF THE YEAR 2013  THE MAGIC CIRCLE

SEBASTIAN WALTON  1ST PLACE  YOUNG MAGICIAN OF THE YEAR 2013  THE MAGIC CIRCLE

NICHOLAS LEE  YOUNG MAGICIAN OF THE YEAR 2013  THE MAGIC CIRCLE

ELIZABETH ROGAN  THIRD PLACE  YOUNG MAGICIAN OF THE YEAR 2013  THE MAGIC CIRCLE

MATTHEW WOOLLINS  YOUNG MAGICIAN OF THE YEAR 2013  THE MAGIC CIRCLE

SONNY PENNINGTON  SECOND PLACE  YOUNG MAGICIAN OF THE YEAR 2013  THE MAGIC CIRCLE

MICHAEL COLLEY  PRESENTER OF AWARDS  YOUNG MAGICIAN OF THE YEAR 2013  THE MAGIC CIRCLE

JACK DEVLIN  PRESIDENT MAGIC CIRCLE  YOUNG MAGICIAN OF THE YEAR 2013  THE MAGIC CIRCLE

9154 Tv Australie 1980 : Dai Vernon , Wilson DVD

DAI VERNON  AUSTRALIAN TV 1980S

MARK WILSON  AUSTRALIAN TV 1980S



GREG WILSON  AUSTRALIAN TV 1980S

RANDI  AUSTRALIAN TV 1980S

RICHARD PERDRIEU  AUSTRALIAN TV 1980S

LEI MOON CHEE  AUSTRALIAN TV 1980S

9155 Joshua Jay : East meets west magic of Ken Nunumaby DVD

9156 Michael Vincent : The Evolution of the Classic Cups and Balls  ( volume 1 ) DVD

This DVD is a fascinating look at Michael's evolution as a magician through the study of an all time classic, The Cups and Balls.

This Special Edition DVD takes you behind the scenes into Michael's life as he shares with you various routines and 

presentations for The Cups and Balls. Each routine is analysed for their strengths and weakness. Michael is joined by his friend 

Matthew Field; together they will explore Michael's thoughts, attitude and inspirations for this very important piece of Magic. 

This DVD features all of the routines Michael has performed over the last twenty five years leading up to his brand new and 

stunning interpretation of Dai Vernon's classical routine.

Michael's new routine has received outstanding praise from magicians around the world. When you experience this new "vision" 

from Michael, you will understand why he is one our most gifted thinkers and performers.

If you love The Cups and Balls, then we think you will find this Two Disc Special Edition to be an invaluable investment in your 

magical education.

9157 Michael Vincent : The Evolution of the Classic Cups and Balls  ( volume 2 ) DVD

http://www.michaelvincentmagic.com/dvds---the-tapestry-of-deceptions-series.html

9158 Reel Magic Quarterly : Episode N° 37 ( Asi Win ) DVD

Asi Wind

John Lovick sits down with Asi Wind to talk about art, magic and creating an impossible moment.

Columns

Bill Wisch - OnSlydini

Bill shows us an S.O.C. trick!

Kainoa Harbottle - Coin U

Kainoa talks about how "A Whack on the Side of the Head" helped him get creative with a coin move.

Christian Painter - Mindtripping

Christian shows us his Balducci with a Twist.

Doc Eason - Behind the Bar

Doc and Kozmo talk about remembering names and keeping an audience interested.

Reviews:

David Regal -Tricks of the trade

David review 52 Shades of tricks and gives us some Sankey Time!

Wayne Kawamotot - Choice Cuts

Wayne reviews Al Schneider's Heavy Metal, Japan ingenious, and Reading Writing.

Tricks

Lonnie Chevrie - "Clean Thru"

from Kozmo Magic

Lonnie Chevrie - "Clear Thru";

from Kozmo Magic

Curtis Kam - "My friend the Plunger"

from Kozmo Magic

http://www.murphysmagic.com/Product.aspx?id=53367

9159 Will Houston : Modern Magic ( volume 1 ) DVD

Disc 1 - les pièces (10 routines - 2 mouvements)

Flip Fly

Bakers Three Fly

Coin 0.5

JW Grip Vanish/Production

Fire Coins

The Shilling in Candle

RH Retention

Symphony in Silver

Convenient Coin

FingerRing

Bouncing Shadows

Anytime Shadows

9160 Will Houston : Modern Magic ( volume 2 ) DVD

Disc 2 - les cartes (15 Routines)

Choices

18th C Transpo

Minimal Assembly

Angelic Aces

Wood Cutter's Aces

Guesstimation

Impossible Aces

Order and Chaos

Push Through Shuffle

The Hunters

Fast Food

GK Aces

BS

Test Card to Pocket

Christopher's Middle Ace Trick

Set 1

Set 2

Set 3

9161 Will Houston : Modern Magic ( volume 3 ) DVD

Disc 3 - 21 techniques & 4 fioritures (cartes & pièces)

http://www.michaelvincentmagic.com/dvds---the-tapestry-of-deceptions-series.html
http://www.murphysmagic.com/Product.aspx?id=53367


Spin

Fan Control

Fan Shift

Anti-Gravity Shift

RSP

RSF

Push Through Shuffle

Packet Switch 1

Packet Switch 2

Packet Switch 3

Tabled Add On 1

Tabled Add On 2

Tabled Add On 3

Palm Transfer 1

Palm Transfer 2

http://www.magicdream.fr/dvd-de-magie-modern-magic-magicien-will-houston.html

9162 David Regal : In the Uk ( volume 1 ) DVD

- Monte Python

- Sticker Shock

- Nothing to Hide

- The Survey

- The Secret

- A Quiet Goodbye

- Royal Jazz Quartet

- Souvenir

9163 David Regal : In the Uk ( volume 2 ) DVD

- Consolidation

- Letter Perfect

- Sensitive Fingers

- Sensitive Mind

- Matter of Stat

- Clink

- Breaking the Rules

- How to Cheat vol.1

- Getting an Earful

9164 David Regal : In the Uk ( volume 3 ) DVD

- Vortex of Refreshment

- The Hotel 52

- Change for a Five

- Restored Credit

- A Quiet Goodbye

- A Hook Up

- Sudden Deck 2

- The Puppy Trick

- The Impossible Envelope

- Cocoa

- Wild Card

- Mind Ball

http://www.magicdream.fr/dvd-de-magie-david-regal-n-the-uk.html

9165 Tv France : Les championnats de France de Magie 2014

9166 Tv France : Les plus grands tours de magie ( volume 1 ) 
Christian Farla : grandes illusions

Arno : colombes

Leon Etienne & Romy Low : levitation

David Kaplan : comique

Luis da Matos : micro volant

Erix Logan : levitation sur ciseaux

Kim Hyum Joon : manipulation cartes

Carlos Vaquera : mentalisme cuillieres

Norm Nielsen : piece et violon

Blacks Fingers : ombromanie

Gilles Arthur : lévitation mairie

9167 Essential Magic Collection : Catalogue 7 ( free Dvd Genii Paul Daniel )        

9168 Max Maven : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

Orson Welles wrote that Max Maven has “the most creative mind in magic.” Here’s your chance to find out why.

Max Maven has performed around the world, with hundreds of television credits and over two thousand tricks, essays and 

articles in print. He’ll bring that knowledge and experience to Penguin Live, for a teaching session you won’t soon forget.

As you would expect, the emphasis will be on mentalism, but with ideas that can be applied to every type of magic. You’ll learn 

commercial, practical effects that will fool you first, and delight your audiences later. Be prepared for offbeat plots and intriguing 

methods, with a special emphasis on aspects of psychology and audience management.

The lecture will include material that Max has never taught before, including a cunning book test, intimate mindreading using 

business cards, baffling hands-off card work, and a curious use of the Internet.

Your host for this event will be the canny and insightful Michael Weber, who will discuss details with Max that address your 

questions, in real time.

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4190

9169 Tv France : Les plus grands tours de magie  ( volume 2  Tv Gulli ) 

http://www.magicdream.fr/dvd-de-magie-modern-magic-magicien-will-houston.html
http://www.magicdream.fr/dvd-de-magie-david-regal-n-the-uk.html
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4190


9170 Peter Turner : Jinxed ( volume 1 ) DVD

If you have ever tried to get hold of material by Peter Turner, you'll know how his training material sells out in record time only to 

become highly collectable, as mentalists fight over getting access to the rare copies that change hands from time to time.

How do you define genius thinking in magic? It's the ability to hold all the current thought in a field of study, then step right out of 

it to create new techniques or approaches that have such a large creative leap, that they can change the direction of thinking in 

that field. Peter Turner embodies this ability. His methods are creative and bold and his performances are faultless. He truly 

gives an experience that will stay with them forever.

Jinxed is Peter's contemporary take on Annemann's core work in mentalism. If you are serious about developing your abilities in 

mentalism, now's your chance to add Peter Turners knowledge to your collection.

9171 Peter Turner : Jinxed ( volume 2 )

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4198

9172 Christopher Taylor : Penguin Live Online Lecture DVD

Qi Touch

Performer places a metal object (key, spoon or coin) into a participant’s hands. He steps back behind her and projects energy 

at her from a distance. The participant FEELS THE ENERGY and drops the object, which is then shown to be bent.

Hero

Brand new method for making a freely chosen number appear in ash on the back of the participant's hand; the performer's 

hands are clearly shown empty the entire time.

It's Key

One-handed key-bend: including a totally “no-tech” version and his “electronically-enhanced” version.

Overkill

An exercise in eerie in which a participant correctly matches the photos of five murder victims with their Victorian Era killers.

Half-Track

A miracle-class Think-a-Card routine with two participants.

The Thought Recorder Deck

How to turn a card box into an effective, and ultra simple, Impression Device. And it takes seconds to make!

Pink

Mindreading, the way Christopher’s Grandmother taught him.

Enso

Powerful mental-magic based on the classic “which-hand effect”. Included are directions for making an amazingly effective, “no-

batteries-required” magnet detector.

Qi Coin

Christopher’s signature effect. A powerful piece of theatre directly involving up to a dozen spectators who collaborate to bend a 

coin in one of the group’s hands. Utilizes a gimmick you probably already have sitting a draw

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4187

9173 Mark Elsdon : Stop Smoking DVD

1. Borrow a cigarette.

2. Throw it to the ceiling

3. and make it STAY THERE. It's SURREAL.

No tape, no glue, no wax, no magnets. Nothing but a borrowed cigarette. And no prep required, because your preparation is 

part of your presentation! In fact there's almost nothing to hide.

..and if you made a friendly wager of a drink, then this trick just paid for itself on your first performance!

PROFESSIONALS: LONG AFTER YOU'RE GONE, the cigarette will stay up there, causing people to wonder and talk about 

you.

Now.. I bet you didn't think magic could extend lives!

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4136

9174 Tv France : Ben Earl ( volume 1 )  Delits DVD

9175 Tv France : Ben Earl ( volume 2 )  Arts DVD

9176 Tv France : Ben Earl ( volume 3 )  Science DVD

9177 Tv France : Ben Earl ( volume 4 )  Crimes DVD

9178 Essential Magic Collection : Catalogue 6 ( free Dvd Genii David Williamson )        

9179 Tv France : Les championnats de France de Magie 2013 DVD

9180 Tv England : Andrew Mayne Don’t Trust ( season 1 – volume 1 )  DVD

9181 Tv England : Andrew Mayne Don’t Trust ( season 1 – volume 2 )  DVD

9182 Tv England : Andrew Mayne Don’t Trust ( season 1 – volume 3 )  DVD

9183 Tv England : Andrew Mayne Don’t Trust ( season 1 – volume 4 )  DVD

9184 Tv England : Andrew Mayne Don’t Trust ( season 1 – volume 5 )  DVD

9185 Tv England : Andrew Mayne Don’t Trust ( season 1 – volume 6 )  DVD

9186 Tv England : Andrew Mayne Don’t Trust ( season 1 – volume 7 )  DVD

http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4198
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4187
http://www.penguinmagic.com/p/4136
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kVuDetYX5s


9187 Tv England : Andrew Mayne Don’t Trust ( season 1 – volume 8 )  DVD

9188 Tv England : Andrew Mayne Don’t Trust ( season 1 – volume 9 )  DVD

9189 Tv England : Andrew Mayne Don’t Trust ( season 1 – volume 10 )  DVD

9190 Tv England : Andrew Mayne Don’t Trust ( season 1 – volume 11 )  DVD

9191 Tv England : Andrew Mayne Don’t Trust ( season 1 – volume 12 )  DVD

http://www.aetv.com/dont-trust-andrew-mayne

9192 John Carey : Keep Calm and On Carey DVD

1. The Teleport Card. Inspired by Darwin Ortiz's psychotronic card, this approach to the classic mystery card hits hard and will 

create a striking impression. No weird moves, just elegant construction and routining.

2. My Luck and your Thought. An extremely efficient and practical impromptu invisible deck style piece. A genuinely thought 

of card is revealed in a very sly and effective manner.

3. Homage to Marlo. Johns self working approach to Ed Marlo's ace of spades trick. A very effective one phase hands off 

approach to this classic effect, using a utility concept useful for many effects.

4. Extracted from the dark. A beautiful hands off discovery of a mental selection. You will add this to your repertoire 

immediately.

5. Take Her Home and Poker. From a spectator shuffled deck, Lady Luck will always shine on your spectator as they always 

get an unbeatable hand of poker! Features Johns shuffled Ose subtlety. A great utility in its own right.

6. Me and my Shadow. Inspired by a wonderful Tony Binarelli idea, this two deck routine will get you great reactions! Features 

John's work on a classic Hofzinser technique and an amazing finale.

7. It's a Mysteryyy. A solid, practical approach to the classic mystery card effect. Technically simple and powerful.

8. Think a Think. Would you like a simple, powerful and reliable think a card technique? Look no further as Carey tips his work 

on this topic. 

9. Another Kickback. John's gaff free approach to a Ryan Swygert effect. No tough moves. Simple and direct.

10. A mystery in Time by George McBride. John's great friend George McBride very kindly allowed him to share this beautiful 

handling of the mystery card. We honestly believe this is one of the finest methods to date!

11. Thought Trapper. A mental sandwich effect you will love using. Sneaky and devious!

12. Out of Sight, Change your Mind. Carey's stripped down approach to a Vernon miracle.

13. It's the Thought That Counts! Another thought of card piece from Johns repertoire. Built around an imaginary game of 

Blackjack, you will smile at the method and they will react when you perform it!

https://www.vanishingincmagic.com/magic/card-magic/keep-calm-and-carey-on/

9193 Daniel Garcia : At the Table Live Lecture Serie Murphy DVD

At the Table: Daniel Garcia

This is your EXCLUSIVE chance to attend the online lecture experience with Danny Garcia. Garcia BURST onto the scene with 

his explosive and visual style of magic. Then he set his sights on television consulting, and helped sculpt the television careers 

of Dynamo, David Blaine, and others.

This session of "At the Table" will focus on the creative process. Host Joshua Jay will speak candidly with Garcia about how he 

creates magic, how magic has changed, where Daniel thinks magic is headed, and what his new favorite trick is. Along the way 

Garcia will illustrate the session with some of his favorite effects, including a few surprises. Everything performed will be 

explained by Daniel, and he'll even answer your questions. So sit back, relax, and enjoy Daniel Garcia from the comfort of your 

own home. 

http://www.murphysmagic.com/Streaming/Product.aspx?id=52791

9194 Alex Pandrea : At the Table Live Lecture Serie Murphy DVD

At the Table: Alex Pandrea

Alex Pandrea is the new kid on the block, but already he has made a name for himself in magic. This is an opportunity to spend 

two hours with a rising star in magic, and pick his brain about how he creates sleights, how he assembles effects, and the 

approach he takes with his magic. We'll ask Alex about his enterprise creating decks of cards, his favorite unpublished moves, 

and the effect he performs every time he works. It will be a jam-packed, card-heavy two hours. Join us! 

9195 Tv Chine : The Magic Road 2012 ( volume 27 - 28 ) DVD

Coin through glass, ball and vase

Circle rope and knot routine, coin matrix, coin assembly

9196 Tv Chine : The Magic Road 2012 ( volume 29 - 30 ) DVD

Prediction "19871" matches spectator's - uses two clipboards, Yan Jian Rong (Voitko's flying linking rings), grains of rice from 

cloth

Wang Zhong Tai (Parasols and origami crane manipulation routine, exploding lightbulb, Anti gravity water bottle), Zhang Guo 

Zhou (Copper and silver coin routine, Dave Forrest's colour burn with colour changing deck climax, Shawn Farquhar's Torn 2 

Pieces)

9197 Tv Chine : The Magic Road 2012 ( volume 31 - 32 ) DVD

Zheng Guo Sheng (balloon swallowing routine, card trick with spectator's 8 of clubs duplicated three times), Wang Teacher 

(Chinese sticks), Yan Teacher (5 balls and 2 clear bowls routine, balls to 5 sponge fish, sponge fish to real fish)

Blank paper to bill, bill to credit card, Lu Chen's dice illusion, metamorphosis, shadows

9198 Tv Chine : The Magic Road 2012 ( volume 33 - 34 ) DVD

Lady who bends metal with her mouth, dances hula hoop of fire while standing on eggs, Mo Yan Ming teacher (ping pong ball 

around body vanishes, fish appearances inside green bowls, canary transpo between two boxes)

Li Xian Hua father and daughter clown routine (Passe Passe bottles and cups, giant cut and restored rope), Anna Hu Ling Long 

(Metamorphosis, rounded food mentalism platter)

9199 Tv Chine : The Magic Road 2012 ( volume 35 - 36 ) DVD

He Shu Shen (balancing act routine, 2 bowls and sweets routine), Hu Ling Long (escape and vanish from gold cross illusion, 

buckets and heads comedy routine)

http://www.aetv.com/dont-trust-andrew-mayne
https://www.vanishingincmagic.com/magic/card-magic/keep-calm-and-carey-on/
http://www.murphysmagic.com/Streaming/Product.aspx?id=52791
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A-H25lK4Uf4


Card trick with 2 of Diamonds, multiple selection routine, Fan Mei Na (Steinmeyer's passing through fan illusion, broomstick 

levitation but with a giant fan)

9200 Tv Chine : The Magic Road 2012 ( volume 37 - 38 ) DVD

Lin Hao Ping, Yang Yun Ge (Fan dancing, silk multi-coloured bouquet, 2 selected cards in plastic wallet), Ke Qi (Impaled 

illusion, Chop Cup routine)

Magician dressed as superman (Dancing cane, 4 dogs animal routine, dog barks number of chosen card Queen of Hearts), Fu 

Qiang (Mental Photo Deck, Color Change, Svengali ending)


